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How important is human capital at the top of the U.S. income distribution? A
primary source of top income is private “pass-through” business profit, which can
include entrepreneurial labor income for tax reasons. This article asks whether top
pass-through profit mostly reflects human capital, defined as all inalienable factors
embodied in business owners, rather than financial capital. Tax data linking 11
million firms to their owners show that top pass-through profit accrues to workingage owners of closely held mid-market firms in skill-intensive industries. Passthrough profit falls by three-quarters after owner retirement or premature death.
Classifying three-quarters of pass-through profit as human capital income, we
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productivity and a rising share of value added accruing to owners. JEL Codes:
D31, E01, H2, J3, L26.

[The human capital hypothesis] is far less consequential than
one might imagine. ...“non-human” capital seems almost as indispensable in the twenty-first century as it was in the eighteenth
or nineteenth, and there is no reason why it may not become even
more so.
—THOMAS PIKETTY (2014)

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades of the twentieth century, the primary
driver of rising top incomes was wage income growth (Piketty and
Saez 2003). Since then, rising capital income has shifted focus to
the role of capital and financial wealth (Piketty, Saez, and Zucman
2018).1 Understanding the nature of top incomes is essential
for explaining their evolution and assessing policy implications.
Are America’s top earners financial-capital rich—those who
derive most of their income from nonhuman capital—or are they
human-capital rich—entrepreneurs and wage earners who derive
most of their income from their human capital?
This article uses deidentified administrative tax data to characterize top incomes and their rise in the twenty-first century.
Throughout, we measure income using directly observed fiscal income from tax returns following Piketty and Saez (2003) and imputed national income following Piketty, Saez, and Zucman (2018)
(PSZ).2 We first establish how much top earners make from three
broad sources: wage income, business income, and other capital
income such as interest and rent payments. In 2014, most income
at the very top is nonwage income, the primary source of which is
business income.
1. Piketty (2014) analyzes how capital accumulation can lead to increasing
inequality. Karabarbounis and Neiman (2014) document rising capital shares.
Saez and Zucman (2016) use capitalized income flows to show that wealth concentration in the United States has been increasing, in contrast to the flat path
of wealth concentration based on estate tax returns in Kopczuk and Saez (2004).
Piketty and Zucman (2014) document rising capital-output ratios. Rognlie (2016)
and Caballero, Farhi, and Gourinchas (2017) discuss interpretations.
2. Fiscal income equals total tax return income minus realized capital gains
and is measured at the household level. Imputed national income (“Distributional
National Accounts”) includes additional imputed components of national income
and is measured at the individual level. Section II contains more detail.
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find that the typical top earner derives most of her income from human capital,
not financial capital. Growth in pass-through profit is explained by both rising
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Most top business income comes from private “pass-through”
businesses that are not taxed at the entity level; instead, income
passes through to the owners who pay taxes on their share of
the firm’s income. This feature allows us to build a new data set
linking pass-through firms (S-corporations and partnerships, defined below) to their owners for 11 million firms between 2001 and
2014. This data set enables us to ask whether top pass-through
income should primarily be thought of as human capital income
accruing to entrepreneurs or as financial capital income accruing to investors. We define human capital broadly to refer to all
inalienable factors embodied in business owners, including labor
supply, networks, reputation, and rent-extraction ability. Overall, we find that top earners are predominantly human-capital
rich rather than financial-capital rich, and that 52% of top 1%
income accrues to the human capital of these wage earners and
entrepreneurs.
The first part of the article describes who earns business income and the salient features of their firms. The data reveal a
striking world of business owners who prevail at the top of the
income distribution. Most top earners are pass-through business
owners. In 2014, over 69% of the top 1% and over 84% of the
top 0.1% earn some pass-through business income. In absolute
terms, that amounts to over 1.1M pass-through owners with fiscal income over $390K and 140,000 pass-through owners with
fiscal income over $1.6M. In both number and aggregate income,
these groups far surpass that of top public company executives,
who have been the focus of much inequality commentary (see
Edmans and Gabaix 2016 for a survey). Typical firms owned by
the top 1–0.1% are single-establishment firms in professional services (e.g., consultants, lawyers, specialty tradespeople) or health
services (e.g., physicians, dentists). A typical firm owned by the
top 0.1% is a regional business with $20M in sales and 100 employees, such as an auto dealer, beverage distributor, or a large
law firm.
Most pass-through business income accrues to undiversified,
working-age owners of mid-market firms in skill-intensive industries. Specifically, an individual’s pass-through income typically
derives from one firm with one to three owners and amounts to a
large share of her total income. The age distribution of these owners closely mirrors that of high-income wage earners; in contrast,
the owners of more passive forms of capital skew much older. Most
pass-through business income derives from firms with $5M to
$500M in sales operating across diverse geographies and sectors.
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Despite this diversity, most profits are earned in relatively laborintensive industries, especially in those that demand skilled labor. In contrast, non-pass-through businesses (C-corporations)
are more prevalent in manufacturing and capital-intensive industries, with profits concentrated among firms with more than
$500M in sales. Together, these facts support the notion that most
top pass-through earners are human-capital rich.
The second part of the article uses quasi-experimental event
studies to quantify the extent to which pass-through profits reflect
returns to owner human capital rather than to nonhuman financial capital. The ideal experiment would be to measure the profit
impact of exogenously forcing pass-through owners to withdraw
their human capital from their firms. We approximate this ideal
with two natural experiments: one measures the profit impact of
owner deaths and another measures the profit impact of owner
retirements.
In the first natural experiment, we identify nonelderly owners who died 2005–2010 and who earned over $1 million in the
year before their death. We then match their firms to similar counterfactual firms that did not experience an owner death. Profits at
owner-death firms track counterfactual firms closely in the preperiod and then fall immediately and persistently upon owner death.
The effect is an 82% decline in firm profits.
In the second natural experiment, we study the event of owner
retirement, inferred when the firm transitions from four straight
years of paying at least one owner W-2 wages to two years of
paying no owner wages. The presumption is that these owners
replace themselves with nonowner managers whose compensation is entirely reported as wages and bonuses, not profits. Profits
at owner-retirement firms track counterfactual firms closely in
the preperiod then fall immediately and persistently upon owner
retirement. The effect is an 83% decline in firm profits. Our baseline specification is equal weighted. Dollar-weighted approaches
deliver similar estimates, although the standard errors increase
with dollar-weighting. Averaging our estimates across top 1%,
million-dollar-earner, and top 0.1% groups, we conclude that approximately three-quarters of top pass-through profits are returns
to owner human capital.
Pass-through owners have a tax incentive to receive their
compensation as profits rather than wages and bonuses, whereas
owners of traditional C-corporations do not. We find that firms
that switch from C-corporation form to pass-through form reduce wage bills and increase profits. This result provides evidence
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3. PSZ’s top 1% capital share is 55% in their Figure VIII, Panel B (based on
data in Online Appendix Table TB2f, which they use to discuss our article in their
Online Appendix C.2). PSZ also report an alternative top 1% capital share of 59%
in their Figure VIII, Panel A which draws on data in their Online Appendix Table
TB2d that allocates more pension income to capital for top earners.
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consistent with a tax explanation of pass-through profits reflecting returns to owner human capital.
We use our three-quarters estimate for the labor (human capital) share of pass-through income to conduct a person-level analysis of top earners. Is the typical top earner a human capitalist or
a financial capitalist? That is, if you run into a very high earner on
the street, does she likely earn most of her income from labor or
from capital? When ignoring pass-through income, a minority of
top earners are human-capital rich. However, when defining labor
income as wages plus three-quarters of pass-through income, this
assessment reverses: most top earners are human-capital rich, not
financial-capital rich. For example, among million-dollar earners
in imputed national income, 67% derive most of their income from
labor income, but only 35% derive most of their income from wages
alone. Hence, the human capital component of pass-through income transforms one’s view of the typical top earner.
Some individuals with wage and pass-through income may
provide little human capital services, perhaps drawing a salary or
ownership share from a family firm as a way to avoid estate taxes.
To address this consideration, we use the parent-child links of
Chetty et al. (2019) to classify whether individuals aged 32–34 are
“self-made,” which we conservatively define as top earners whose
parents were not in the top 1%. These individuals are unlikely
to receive large financial inheritances or inter vivos gifts. We find
that more than 75% of top earners in the parent-linked sample
are self-made.
We also use our three-quarters estimate to conduct a novel aggregate analysis of top income. How much is labor income? How
much is entrepreneurial income (pass-through income plus W-2
wages paid to owners)? How do these amounts compare with other
income components? While dollar-level aggregates are more uncertain, two findings stand out. First, holding other assumptions
constant, our classification of three-quarters of pass-through income as labor income reduces the top capital share in imputed
national income by 7 percentage points from 55% to 48%.3 Second, top entrepreneurial income and its human capital component are large. In every top income group and income definition,
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4. PSZ occasionally provide person-level interpretations of their results: “[In]
the post-World War II decades, most top earners derived their income from assets.
From the 1970s and 1990s, the fraction of top earners deriving their income from
work grew. This process culminated in 2000. . . Since then, the capital share has
bounced back” (Piketty, Saez, and Zucman 2018, 595–597, emphasis added).
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entrepreneurial income rivals or exceeds both nonowner wage income and non-pass-through capital income. The human capital
component of entrepreneurial income itself exceeds top public
equity income.
To complement our cross-sectional analysis of top incomes,
we conclude by investigating the evolution of top entrepreneurial
income, which has risen substantially over time. We use our
linked firm-owner-worker data to decompose the growth of top entrepreneurial income and shed light on how it has increased since
2001. Approximately 30% of the growth in entrepreneurial income reflects businesses reorganizing from C-corporation to passthrough form. Adjusting for this fact, we find no role for a larger
workforce in driving higher entrepreneurial income. Instead, both
labor productivity and a rising share of value added accruing
to owners account for the growth of top entrepreneurial income.
Thus, explaining the rise of top entrepreneurial income requires
both a growing pie and an expanding owner-manager slice.
This study’s main contribution is to the income inequality literature. Piketty and Saez (2003) use fiscal income to show that
labor drove the rise in top incomes in the second half of the twentieth century. PSZ use imputed national income to find that capital
has been driving the rise since 2000 in top income and now exceeds labor income at the top. An innovation of our article relative
to past work is that we use microdata to ask person-level and
dollar-level questions. PSZ’s focus is a dollar-level analysis of top
incomes, but their findings raise the possibility that the financialcapital rich have displaced the human-capital rich as the typical
top earner.4 However, we find that the typical top earner is humancapital rich. This finding depends crucially on how one treats top
pass-through income—a large component of top “capital” income
and 30% to 40% of top 1% income. We classify 75% of pass-through
income as human capital income. In contrast, PSZ assume a labor
share of 0% for one type of pass-through income (S-corporation)
and 70% for the rest (partnership and other pass-through).
Our approach also affects conclusions about the composition
of top incomes (i.e., for dollar-level questions). Under our approach, the top 1% labor share of imputed national income in 2014
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5. In 2014, top 1% total income amounts to $3T in imputed national income,
so these three adjustments amount to $149B, $33B, and $27B, respectively. See
Section II and Online Appendix D for additional discussion.
6. See Katz and Murphy (1992), Autor, Katz, and Kearney (2008), Goldin and
Katz (2009), and Murphy and Topel (2016) for some prominent articulations of
this view. Kaplan and Rauh (2013) argue that the broad-based rise in top incomes
reflects market-driven forces, such as an increased return to skill.
7. Gabaix and Landier (2008), Piketty, Saez, and Stantcheva (2014), and
Piketty (2014) highlight the role of bargaining for the growth of top executive
pay among public and other companies with delegated management. See Edmans
and Gabaix (2016) for a survey of executive pay trends.
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increases from 45.4% in PSZ to 52.1%. Of the 6.8 percentage point
change, the S-corporation adjustment contributes 4.9 percentage points, the partnership and other pass-through adjustment
contributes 1.1 percentage points, and correcting an inaccurate
extrapolation in PSZ contributes 0.9 percentage points.5 Applied
to the time series, our classification yields qualitatively similar results to PSZ: the top 1% labor share rose from the 1960s, peaked
in 2000, and then returned to 1990 levels.
Our findings draw attention to a class of entrepreneurs hidden from public view who prevail among top earners and whose
human capital income is key for understanding top incomes. An
important role for human capital is consistent with the view that
the demand for top human capital has outpaced its supply, with
the returns to top human capital increasingly taking the form of
business income.6 However, we stress that returns to top ownermanagers need not be socially optimal and can include returns to
unproductive behavior like rent-seeking (Krueger 1974; Murphy,
Shleifer, and Vishny 1991) or returns to elite connections (Fisman
2001; Khwaja and Mian 2005; Zimmerman 2019).
For the literature on rising firm profitability, we provide evidence on the relative impact of productivity growth and the
distribution of surplus between workers, managers, and owners. Our finding that productivity explains an important part of
entrepreneurial income growth aligns with recent work emphasizing the role of efficiency improvements in driving firm profitability (Autor et al. 2017; De Loecker and Eeckhout 2017). Entrepreneurial income is also increasing due to a rising share of
value added accruing to owners. In our data, the owners appear
to be managers and key workers, which contrasts with the separation of ownership and control in public company governance.
Thus, our results point to channels other than zero-sum bargaining between executives and corporate boards for rising owner pay.7
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8. An active literature documents firm- and industry-level variation in profitability and links firm performance and wage inequality (Hall 1988; Foster,
Haltiwanger, and Syverson 2008; Hsieh and Klenow 2009; Syverson 2011; Abowd,
Kramarz, and Margolis 1999; Card, Heining, and Kline 2013; Song et al. 2019)
as opposed to income inequality, which includes business income. Fagereng et al.
(2016) document heterogeneous and persistent returns in Norway, finding a key
role for closely held firms at the top of the income distribution.
9. See, for example, Gordon and MacKie-Mason (1994), Slemrod (1996),
MacKie-Mason and Gordon (1997), Gordon and Slemrod (2000), Alstadsaeter et al.
(2016), Auten and Splinter (2018), DeBacker and Prisinzano (2015), Cooper et al.
(2016), Clarke and Kopczuk (2017), Prisinzano and Pearce (2017), and Dyrda and
Pugsley (2018).
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Our results inform three other literatures. First, a longstanding literature debates the relative importance of inherited
wealth versus self-made wealth (Kotlikoff and Summers 1981;
Modigliani 1986; Piketty 2011; Piketty, Postel-Vinay, and
Rosenthal 2014). We use parent income to infer whether individuals are likely self-made. Second, we find that firm-level variation
in profitability amplifies measured top income inequality among
firm owners, and much of their human capital returns take the
form of profits rather than wages.8 Third, we contribute to a
literature on the impact of taxes on economic measurement, the
composition of top incomes, and corporate organization, which we
discuss in the conclusion.9
Last, we make two methodological contributions that may improve distributional income and wealth estimates. First, the Online Appendix explores alternative methods for imputing retained
earnings to individuals. Second, top wealth estimates based on
capitalized income flows and a constant returns assumption can
be improved by accounting for the higher profitability of top-owned
firms.
The article is organized as follows. Section II describes the
institutional background and data. Section III documents the importance of pass-through income for top income inequality, and
then presents descriptive statistics on the prevalence of top passthrough ownership and the sizes and industries of those businesses. Section IV presents event studies, which estimate whether
and the extent to which pass-through profits reflect the return to
owner human capital. Section V uses these estimates to characterize top earners as human-capital rich or financial-capital
rich, to estimate the share of top earners that are self-made,
and to quantify top income shares by income source. Section VI
analyzes the evolution of top entreprenuerial income and the
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II. INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND AND DATA
II.A. How U.S. Businesses Are Organized and Taxed
There are three major types of formal businesses: Ccorporations, S-corporations, and partnerships. All three forms
provide limited liability to their owners, but they differ in their
ownership rules, tax treatment, and profit measurement. Ccorporations and partnerships may be owned by individuals, businesses, nonprofits, and foreigners, whereas S-corporations face
ownership restrictions. Firms with more than 100 owners, with
owners who are not U.S. individuals, or with more than one class of
stock cannot be S-corporations. These restrictions bar public companies and corporations with complex ownership structures (such
as venture capital–financed startups) from being S-corporations.
Separate restrictions also bar almost all partnerships from being publicly traded. Prominent pass-throughs include the Hobby
Lobby Corporation, home improvement retailer Menards, Fidelity
Investments, and the U.S. arm of PricewaterhouseCoopers.
C-corporations pay the corporate income tax on annual taxable income, and taxable shareholders pay dividend taxes on dividends and pay capital gains taxes on gains realized from selling shares. S-corporations and partnerships, collectively known
as pass-through businesses, pay no entity-level tax. Instead, taxable business income “passes through” to shareholders’ tax returns where it is taxed as ordinary income in the year it is
earned by the firm. When actually distributed to owners, passthrough dividends are untaxed. Since 1986, pass-through income
typically has enjoyed a lower tax burden than C-corporation
income.10 As a result, most businesses—even those with over
$500 million in revenue—are now pass-throughs and most taxable business income is pass-through income, even though almost
no pass-throughs are publicly traded.11 Among pass-throughs, Scorporations generate more business income than partnerships.
10. In the pre-2018 period we study, pass-throughs were strongly taxadvantaged. The 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act reduced taxes on both pass-throughs
and C-corporations. There remains a clear tax preference for pass-throughs in
some industries and an ambiguous one in others.
11. By 2011, 54.2% of U.S. taxable business income was earned by formal
pass-throughs and sole proprietorships (informal businesses also taxed at the
owner level) and only 45.8% by C-corporations (Cooper et al. 2016).
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contributions of changing labor productivity, scale, and factor
shares. Section VII concludes.
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II.B. Data on Top Incomes
We use two data series on the U.S. income distribution 1962–
2014. PSZ assembled these data based on stratified random samples of personal tax returns.
Fiscal income is directly observed income on personal tax returns. We use the main fiscal income definition of Piketty and
Saez (2003) (PS), which measures fiscal income at the level of
the tax unit (typically a single adult or a married couple) and
equals Form 1040 total income minus realized capital gains, unemployment compensation, and taxable Social Security benefits.
The series includes synthetic records for individuals who do not
file income tax returns, thereby reflecting the full U.S. adult
population.
Imputed national income (“Distributional National Income”
in PSZ, sometimes INI) imputes components of national income
not observed in personal tax data such as employer-provided
health insurance, rent from owner-occupied housing, and Ccorporation retained earnings (i.e., earnings not distributed to
owners as dividends). We use PSZ’s main definition, which measures pre-tax-and-transfer imputed national income at the level
of the individual adult and equally splits each income component
between spouses. Imputed national income aggregates across individuals to equal national income (GDP minus capital depreciation
plus net income received from abroad) in the National Income and
Product Accounts. See Online Appendix C for a comparison of our
top pass-through statistics with PSZ’s Online Appendix C.2, and
Online Appendix D for a quantitively important correction that
12. Legal rules mandate that most partnership owner compensation be
reported as profits even when compensation for labor supply. Owners of Ccorporations avoid dividend taxation when paid in wages. Owners of pass-throughs
face no dividend tax and may avoid payroll taxation when paid in profits.
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Finally, organizational forms differ in how owner compensation is reported on tax returns. The wages of S-corporation owners
are legally required to be “reasonable” and to reflect the market
value of labor services, while profit is supposed to reflect residual
earnings. However, in practice, owner-managers enjoy considerable discretion in how their compensation is categorized as wages
or profits. Owner-managers of C-corporations enjoy a lower tax
burden when paid in wages, but owner-managers of pass-throughs
enjoy a lower burden when paid in profit.12 See Online Appendix
A for additional institutional detail.
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13. Some exhibits and numbers in the published version of PSZ, including
those described in their Online Appendix C.2 that discusses our article, used an
extrapolation for 2011 through 2014 that materially underestimated top passthrough income. We have updated their series based on actual, unextrapolated
data.
14. We follow earlier work (e.g., Piketty and Saez 2003) in including all
pass-through income as entrepreneurial income, even though some pass-through
income accrues to nonfounders. Note that hedge fund and private equity passthroughs earn much income in the form of dividends, retained earnings, interest,
and rental income. Such income retains its character as it flows through passthrough firms and is classified as either C-corporation income or other capital
income, not pass-through income, which is exclusively an operating profit concept.
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we make to the published PSZ data.13 Note that national income
includes unrealized capital gains in the form of corporate retained
earnings but not in the form of expectations-induced asset price
growth. Integrating such asset price effects into an analysis of
inequality is a useful direction for future research.
Our analysis considers top 1% earners and several interesting
subgroups, including million-dollar earners and the top 0.1%. In
2014, the top 1% and top 0.1% thresholds in the fiscal income
series are $390K and $1.58M, respectively and in the imputed
national income series are $420K and $1.88M. We add the milliondollar-earner group as a salient midpoint between the top 1% and
top 0.1% groups.
For each data series, we follow PS and PSZ in defining income sources. Within each series, wages plus business income plus
other capital income equals total income. For fiscal income, wage
income (sometimes “wages”) includes Form 1040 wages, salaries,
and tips; pension distributions; and annuities. Pass-through income includes S-corporation income, partnership income, and sole
proprietor’s income. Entrepreneurial income equals pass-through
income plus owner wages, defined in the next subsection.14 Business income equals pass-through income plus C-corporation dividends. Other capital income includes interest, rents, royalties,
and estate and trust income.
For imputed national income, wages includes Form 1040
wages, salaries, and tips; imputed unreported wage compensation; payroll taxes; imputed nontaxable employee benefits like
employer-provided health insurance; a portion of sales and excise taxes; and a portion of pension income. Pass-through income
includes S-corporation income, partnership income, sole proprietor’s income, imputed unreported income from unincorporated
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15. With reference to PSZ’s top incomes decomposition (their Online Appendix
Table TB2f), wages equals compensation of employees plus the labor component of
pension income. Pass-through income equals S-corporation dividends plus the capital and labor components of mixed income. Business income equals pass-through
income plus C-corporation dividends plus C-corporation retained earnings. Other
capital income equals interest and rents plus the capital component of pension
income. Our INI replication matches PSZ’s top income totals but allocates slightly
less to C-corporation income and slightly more to interest and rents.
16. More specifically, PSZ assume that 70% of the remainder of pass-through
income is labor income, but tax adjustments under the assumption that business
capital bears 100% of the nonhousing capital tax yields a final tax-inclusive labor
share of approximately 65% in recent years (see their Figure VIIIb and Online
Appendix Tables TB2b and TB2f). Following their assumptions but using a 75%
pretax labor share yields a tax-inclusive labor share of 70% in our imputed national
income analysis.
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businesses, a portion of sales and excise taxes, and a portion of corporate taxes. Business income equals pass-through income plus Ccorporation dividends, imputed C-corporation retained earnings,
a portion of sales and excise taxes, and a portion of corporate taxes.
Entrepreneurial income equals pass-through income plus owner
wages, defined in the next subsection. Other capital income includes interest, imputed underreported interest income, rents, imputed rental income (including imputed rent from owner-occupied
housing), a portion of sales and excise taxes, and a portion of pension income.15
We and PSZ classify wages as labor income (i.e., a return
to human capital) and classify other capital income as capital
income (i.e., a return to financial or physical capital). An important
contribution of our article is an estimate of the share of passthrough income that is in fact labor income rather than capital
income. PSZ assume that 0% of S-corporation income is labor
income and that 70% of the remainder of pass-through income is
labor income. We estimate below that 75% is labor income.16
We present our income distribution findings in both fiscal
income and imputed national income. Fiscal income has the
advantage of being directly observed on personal income tax
returns, but has the disadvantage of understating top capital
income because some components do not appear on personal tax
returns. Imputed national income has the advantage that it sums
to national income, but has the disadvantage of relying on imputation assumptions. PSZ employ several assumptions to impute
missing national income to individual adults—a path-breaking
prototype to which they encourage ongoing refinement. Relevant
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17. Pass-throughs are measured as having no retained earnings, with effectively 100% dividends.
18. Saez and Zucman (2016) conduct a related analysis and report wealth
estimates using dividends only. Relative to using dividends alone, their Tables B35
and B37 imply that imputing wealth using dividends and 100% of realized capital
gains increases 2012 top 0.1% equity wealth by 28%. This adjustment modestly
increases total top 0.1% wealth, which is the primary focus of Saez and Zucman
(2016), by 9.2% (page 535).
19. It is valuable to note that all imputations have imperfections. For example,
imputations of retained earnings based on observed dividends and realized capital
gains allocate too little to concentrated owners of C-corporation stock that pay no
dividends and are not sold and therefore too much to other owners. Direct links
of C-corporations to their owners would improve measurement, as in Norway
(Alstadsaeter et al. 2016).
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to our analysis, we believe the available evidence suggests that
imputed national income may overstate top capital income.
These competing considerations motivate the presentation of our
findings in both series, likely (in our view) bounding the truth.
Our qualitative results hold in both series.
Top capital income in imputed national income may be
overstated because of the following consideration regarding Ccorporation retained earnings. When a C-corporation distributes
less in dividends than it makes in after-tax income, it retains earnings within the firm.17 Those retained earnings ($649B in 2014)
are a substantial part of national income but do not appear on personal tax returns and thus are not in fiscal income. PSZ allocate
the household share of aggregate retained earnings to individuals
in proportion to the sum of the individual’s observed dividends and
realized capital gains. The rationale is that when C-corporation
income does appear on personal tax returns, it appears as either
dividends or realized capital gains. However, published IRS reports indicate that at least 25% and as much as 75% of realized
capital gains are not from the sale of C-corporate stock and are
instead gains from real estate and other asset sales or carried
interest. This fact can explain how total realized capital gains
($732B in 2014) vastly exceeds the total household share of retained earnings ($306B in 2014). Realized capital gains are much
larger than dividends and much more concentrated among top
earners. Hence, imputing retained earnings in proportion to each
individual’s sum of dividends and 100% of realized capital gains
may allocate too much retained earnings to top earners and not
enough to lower earners.18 See Online Appendix E for a full discussion and Online Appendix F for retained earnings imputations
under alternative assumptions.19
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We construct a novel data set on the universe of Scorporations and partnerships linked to owners and workers using
deidentified data from income tax records spanning 2001–2014.
Unlike the top incomes data, these data are available on the full
population. We construct these linked firm-owner-worker data as
follows.
We first merge the population of firm-level S-corporation business income tax returns (Form 1120S) to the population of Scorporation information returns (Form 1120S, Schedule K-1) that
link the firms to their owners.20 We merge the 1120S records
onto the K-1 records by masked EIN to yield linked firm-owner
data. We follow similar steps to construct the partnership linkage to owners. Specifically, we merge the population of firm-level
partnership business income tax returns (Form 1065) to the population of partnership information returns (Form 1065, Schedule K-1). Unlike S-corporations, partnerships can be owned by
business entities and by non-U.S. individuals. We focus on direct
partnership-owner links in which the partner is a U.S. individual.
Then, for both S-corporations and partnerships, we further
merge on information about the owners and workers. We use Form
1040 to merge on each owner’s fiscal income. We use data from
W-2 forms to measure owner wages—W-2 wage payments from Scorporations and partnerships to individual owners—and to calculate firm-level aggregates of the total number of employees. We
merge owner wages onto our top incomes data as mentioned in
the previous subsection.21
The full sample comprises 158.8M firm-owner-year observations (71.8M S-corporation-owner-year observations and 87.0M
20. These information returns list each owner’s share of the corporation’s
income. S-corporations are required to submit to the IRS a K-1 on behalf of each
owner of the S-corporation when the corporation submits its Form 1120S business
income tax return. Each owner receives a copy of her K-1, which she uses to report
S-corporation income on her Form 1040, Schedule E, and compute her tax liability.
Each 1120S includes the firm’s masked Employer Identification Number (EIN),
and each K-1 includes the firm’s masked EIN as well as the owner’s masked Social
Security Number (SSN).
21. Some firms deduct wages from their business tax returns but cannot be
linked to any W-2s, for example because they use a different EIN to file taxes and
pay workers. We therefore impute missing owner wages using the owner wages
share of individual wages of similar firms’ owners. This imputation is minor and
used only for Figure VIII below. See Online Appendix B for details.
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III. BUSINESS INCOME AND TOP INCOME INEQUALITY
This section shows that business income is the most important source of income at the top of the income distribution. Most
top business income is pass-through income. We then describe
who earns pass-through income and the salient features of their
firms: most pass-through income accrues to working-age owners
of mid-market firms in relatively skill-intensive industries. These
descriptive facts are consistent with pass-through income reflecting the returns to human capital.
III.A. The Sources of Top Income
How much do top earners make from wage income, business
income, and other capital income? Figure I, Panel A plots the
share of top earners in each income bin who earn the majority of
their income from each source. Figure I, Panel B plots the share of
aggregate income from each source. Three patterns emerge. First,
from the 90th to the 99th percentile of the income distribution,
wage income dominates business and other capital income. At the
90th percentile of the income distribution, over four out of five
people earn mostly wage income. Wage income represents over
75 cents of every dollar earned by those at the 90th percentile of
22. See Yagan (2015) and Zwick and Mahon (2017) for detail on these weighted,
stratified random samples.
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partnership-owner-year observations) on 11.1M firms with positive sales (7.3M S-corporations and 3.9M partnerships) and with
22.6M owners (9.8M S-corporation owners and 12.8M partnership
owners). In 2014, the sample comprises 10.3M firm-owner-year observations (4.9M S-corporation-owner-year observations and 5.4M
partnership-owner-year observations) on 5.0M firms with positive sales (3.7M S-corporations and 1.4M partnerships) and with
10.3M owners (4.9M S-corporation owners and 5.4M partnership
owners).
No data source systematically links C-corporations to their
owners. To compare pass-through activity to C-corporation activity, we supplement the linked data with the Statistics of Income
(SOI) sample of corporate income tax returns from 1980 to 2014.22
Together, these data provide a comprehensive account of the major
forms of business activity in the United States. Online Appendix
B provides further variable definitions.
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the income distribution. Second, business income is much more
prevalent higher up in the income distribution. At the very top of
the income distribution, wage income falls to 40% of fiscal income
(19% of INI) and business income accounts for 48% of fiscal income
(56% of INI). Third, other capital income is less important and
amounts to 12% to 25% of income at the very top. Fewer than
one in six people in the 99.9th percentile derive most of their
income from interest, rents, and other capital income. Thus, at
both the person-level and dollar-level and regardless of income
definition, the main source of income at the very top of the income
distribution is business income.
Figure I, Panel C decomposes the business income series into
contributions from pass-through businesses and C-corporation
income. Both components’ share of income rises with income
rank, however pass-through income is more important than Ccorporation income throughout the distribution. At the top, passthrough income alone represents nearly 40% of total income and
rivals or exceeds the size of wage income.
The importance of business income from C-corporations differs between fiscal income, which only measures C-corporation
dividends, and imputed national income, which includes both dividends and PSZ’s imputation of retained earnings. In fiscal income,
9.1% of top income comes from C-corporation dividends, whereas
in imputed national income, 22.6% comes from C-corporation dividends and retained earnings. We show that all key results below
hold under both income measures.
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FIGURE I (Continued). This figure uses our 2014 top-incomes data to show the
relative importance of different income sources for top earners using fiscal income
(i.e., directly observed tax data) and imputed national income. Panel A plots the
share of tax units (fiscal income) or adult individuals (imputed national income)
in each income bin who earned the majority of their income in 2014 from wages,
business income, or other capital income. For fiscal income, wages includes wagessalaries-and-tips, pension distributions, and annuities, as in Piketty and Saez
(2003); business income includes pass-through income (S-corporation income, partnership income, and sole proprietor’s income) and C-corporation dividends; other
capital income includes all other income sources (interest, rents, royalties, and estate and trust income). For imputed national income, we use analogous definitions
from Piketty, Saez, and Zucman (2018), which includes imputed employer-provided
health insurance (included in wages), imputed rents from owner-occupied housing
(included in other capital income), and imputed C-corporation retained earnings
(included in business income) among other components of national income that do
not appear on tax returns. Panel B plots the share of total top income in the form
of wages, business, and other capital income for each income bin. Panel C separates the business income series into contributions from pass-through business
and C-corporation income.
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FIGURE II
Working-Age Pass-Through Owners Prevail at the Top of the Income Distribution
Panel A uses our 2014 top incomes data to plot the aggregate pass-through
income within the top 1% by fiscal income bin and compares that quantity to
aggregate salary plus options compensation for all executives in the Execucomp
database in 2014. Panel B uses our 2014 top incomes data to plot the share of tax
units with over $1 million in fiscal income who earn the majority of their fiscal
income in 2014 from either wages, pass-through income, C-corporation dividends,
or other capital income by age (i.e., the age of the single tax filer or the mean age
of married spouses filing jointly).

Quantifying top retained earnings inherently presents considerable uncertainty as direct ownership data for C-corporations
is unavailable and estimates are sensitive to imputation assumptions. Online Appendix F explores PSZ’s method and alternative
assumptions for allocating retained earnings. Regardless of the income measure, these facts indicate that understanding the nature
of business income—and especially the pass-through sector—is
imperative for understanding top incomes.
III.B. The Prevalence and Nature of Top Pass-through Ownership
Figure II, Panel A demonstrates that pass-through income is
prevalent within the top 1% in 2014. For example, among the top
0.1%, 84% earn pass-through income. That is 139,000 taxpayers,
with aggregate pass-through income of $264B.23 For comparison,
in Execucomp in 2014, the top 10,700 executives working at the
S&P 1500 earned a combined $33B. The scale of top pass-through
23. Among the top 1%, 69% earn pass-through income. That is 1,140,000
taxpayers, with aggregate pass-through income of $476B. Among the top 0.01%,
90% earn pass-through income. That is 15,000 taxpayers, with aggregate passthrough income of $116B. Pass-through prevalence is even higher in imputed
national income, not shown in Figure II.
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III.C. Firm Size and Ownership Varies by Organizational Form
Table I provides summary statistics from our linked firmowner-worker data, restricted to firms with positive sales and
nonzero profits. Panel A presents statistics on distinct firm-year
observations, and Panel B presents statistics on distinct owneryear observations.
In the 2001–2014 pooled sample of all pass-throughs, the average firm earned $31K in profits on sales of $1.8M in 2014 dollars, employed 13 workers, and had 2.3 owners. Pass-throughs
that have at least one top 0.1% owner are much larger and
more profitable—these firms earned $1.6M in profits on $17.5M
in sales with 74 employees—yet they typically remain closely
held, with the median firm having 2 owners. The average number of owners is skewed by a few partnerships (e.g., a large law
firm or consultancy) with many owners: when restricting focus to
S-corporations, the average number of owners of top 0.1%-owned
firms is 3.4.25
24. Online Appendix Figure I.2 shows similar results for the top 1% and top
0.1%.
25. Online Appendix Tables J.1 and J.2 show summary statistics separately
for S-corporations and partnerships.
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income far surpasses that of top CEOs, who have been the focus
of much inequality commentary.
Figure II, Panel B compares the age distributions of milliondollar earners who differ in the majority source of their income.
Most top earners whose primary income source is wage income
are between 40 and 59 and very few top workers are older than
70. This distribution contrasts with the much older distribution
of top earners whose primary income source is other capital income. Fifty-six percent of the latter group are older than 60, and
nearly 30% are older than 70. The age distribution of pass-through
owners is much younger—28% are older than 60 and only 7%
are older than 70—and is nearly identical to the distribution of
top laborers. The population of pass-through owners does not include very many old people or children, whom one might associate with estates and inherited wealth. C-corporation dividends
skew much older, distributed more similarly to the other capital
earners. Overall, pass-through owners resemble workers, while
C-corporation owners resemble other capital earners.24 The age
distributions are consistent with top pass-through earners being
human-capital rich.
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Panel A: Firm summary statistics
Sales
Profits
Profit margin
Assets
Employees
Employees | Employees > 0
Number of owners
Number of owners, S-corp only
Number of owners, Pship only
Sales per worker
Profits per worker
Profits per owner
Entrepreneurial income
Entrep. income per owner
Entrep. income per worker
Entrep. income / profit
Entrep. income / sales
Number of firm-years

Mean

A. All Firms

TABLE I
SUMMARY STATISTICS ON PASS-THROUGHS AND THEIR OWNERS (2001–2014)
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Panel B: Owner summary statistics
Income
Age
Number of firms owned
Wage income
Pass-through income
Entrepreneurial income
Pthru income / entrep. income
Wage income / income
Entrep. income / income
Entrep. inc. / inc.,
S-corp owners only
Entrep. inc. / inc.,
Pship owners only

Mean

A. All Owners

TABLE I
CONTINUED
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Notes. This table presents summary statistics for our linked firm-owner data, comprising pass-through firms linked to owners in 2001–2014. Dollar values are in thousands of
2014 dollars. The main sample comprises 109M firm-owner-year observations with positive sales and nonzero profits. Panel A pools distinct firm-year observations. Panel B pools
distinct owner-year observations. All statistics are unweighted, unless otherwise specified. All variables are annual and are available in all years. Year refers to calendar year, which
by law is also each pass-through’s fiscal year. Sales is the firm’s operating revenue (gross sales minus returns) as listed on the firm tax return. Passively earned income (e.g., interest
on bank deposits) is excluded. Profits is the firm’s ordinary business income, equal to operating revenue minus costs as listed on the firm tax return. Profit margin equals profits
divided by sales. Employees and number of workers equals the number of individuals who received a W-2 from the firm that year. A quantity per worker equals the quantity divided
by the number of workers. Entrepreneurial income equals pass-through income plus W-2 wages paid to pass-through owners. Income is short for fiscal income and is the main income
concept used in Piketty and Saez (2003) and equals Form 1040 total income minus Form 1040 capital gains minus Form 1040 unemployment compensation minus Form 1040 taxable
social security benefits. Age is age as of December 31, based on year of birth from Social Security records housed alongside tax records. An owner is a top 1–0.1% owner or a top 0.1%
owner if her fiscal income lies in the top 1% but not the top 0.1%, or the top 0.1% of all tax units in the year, respectively. Wage income equals W-2 income. Pass-through income
equals the owner’s share of the profits from all pass-throughs she owns. Business income is total pass-through business income and equals total Form 1040, Schedule E income. An
owner’s pass-through income is active if the owner reports she materially participates in the operations of any of her pass-through businesses and is passive otherwise. For these
summary statistics, two variables are winsorized in the underlying data at the unweighted 1st percentile and the unweighted 99th percentile of the annual distributions: Entrep.
income/profit, and Business income/income. Two variables are winsorized below at −1 and above at 1: Profit margin, Entrep. income/sales, and Entrep. income/value added. Assets
is set to missing for the very few observations in which assets are over one trillion.

Business income / income
Only earns passive income
Number of owner-years

Mean

A. All Owners

TABLE I
CONTINUED
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26. However, as we describe in Online Appendix B, there is a tax incentive to
report oneself as being active rather than passive.
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Pass-through businesses are not only closely held but also
undiversified: most top owners own just one firm. If pass-through
owners were only contributing financial capital, one might expect them to hold portfolios with shares of many firms. However,
the data suggest this strategy is uncommon. Moreover, nearly all
owners report being active, that is, materially participating in the
business. For example, the share of top 0.1% owners who report
earning only passive income from their pass-throughs is 7%.26
Most top-owned pass-through businesses are mid-market in
size. Figure III, Panel A explores the firm size distribution among
top-owned pass-throughs and compares it to the distribution for
all C-corporations. The profit distributions are markedly different
across corporate forms. Eighty percent of the pass-through income
for million-dollar earners derives from firms with between $1M
and $500M in sales. Moreover, 72% of top-1% owned pass-through
profits come from firms with less than $50M in profits. In contrast,
the distribution of C-corporations has substantially more concentration in the right tail. Ninety-six percent of C-corporation profits
in 2014 come from firms with more than $500M in sales. Only 19%
of millionaire-owned pass-through profits come from firms in this
size bin.
The characteristics of pass-throughs—closely held, undiversified in ownership, and mid-market in size—supports a narrative of top pass-through income that differs from those for Ccorporation income. The C-corporation profit distribution is so
skewed that diffuse ownership can nevertheless yield significant
income to individual owners. In contrast, pass-through owners
tend to earn high incomes via concentrated ownership of one midmarket firm. The pass-through narrative is consistent with active
owner-management.
An alternative narrative of top incomes emphasizes how managers set their pay by bargaining with a corporate board that
represents diffuse shareholders. This story also does not resonate
for explaining pass-through income. Pass-throughs have concentrated ownership, which minimizes principal-agent failures—
especially if the CEO is a majority owner. Agency explanations
may account for more of the growth in CEO and top manager compensation for public companies, which have thousands of owners.
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FIGURE III
Top-Owned Firms Are Mid-Market and Broad-Based across Industries
This figure uses our 2014 linked firm-owner data and our SOI C-corporation
data to plot the distribution of profits by firm size and industry in 2014 by organizational form. Panel A plots the distribution of aggregate profits by firm sales
for C-corporations, and separately for pass-throughs owned by tax units with at
least $1 million in fiscal income. Panel B plots the distribution of profits generated
by each organizational form across one-digit NAICS sectors. We split NAICS 5
into two subcategories: Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate (FIRE), which encompasses NAICS codes 52 and 53; and Information and Professional Services,
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(A) Profit Distribution by Firm Size
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III.D. The Industry Composition of Business Income
Figure III, Panel B compares the distributions of total profits
across one-digit NAICS sectors for pass-through firms owned by
million-dollar earners to the distributions of C-corporation profits and of all workers from the Current Population Survey.27 Top
pass-through profits are earned broadly across sectors and are
similarly distributed as the overall distribution of workers, relative to C-corporations.28 Compared to C-corporation profits, passthrough profits are underrepresented in manufacturing and overrepresented in information, professional services, and health care.
Less than 20% of top pass-through profits are earned in finance.
Table II presents a more granular analysis of the industry
composition of business income at the four-digit NAICS level. The
left panel lists the top 30 industries in aggregate profits earned
by million-dollar-owned pass-through firms, along with the aggregate flow of 2014 profits apportioned pro rata to owners. For each
industry, we compare the top pass-through flow to the flow of Ccorporation profits and the industry-level profits rank within the
C-corporation sector. The right panel repeats this exercise for the
top 30 industries in aggregate profits earned by C-corporations.
White-collar, skilled service industries dominate the passthrough sector, whereas more capital-intensive industries, especially manufacturing, dominate the C-corporation sector. The
five largest industries for millionaire-owned pass-through profits are legal services ($28.6B), other financial investment activity ($28.2B), other professional and technical services ($8.2B),
27. We divide the service sector 5 into two subsectors: finance, insurance, and
real estate (FIRE); and information and professional services. In this section, we
exclude firms in the residual category NAICS 5511 (Management of Companies
and Enterprises). The category refers to firms that often own related but formally
distinct nonfinancial firms. Among public companies for example, General Electric
classifies its industry as a holding company (based on public 10-K financial filings).
28. Online Appendix Figure I.5 compares the distribution of state population
to the distributions across states of total profits of top-owned pass-throughs and
all C-corporations. Pass-through profits are broadly distributed and comparable
to the population distribution.
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FIGURE III (Continued). which includes NAICS 51, 54, and 56. Since NAICS
55 (Management of Companies and Enterprises, i.e., holding companies) includes
activity from several industries, we exclude it here. See Online Appendix Figure
I.3 for versions with top 1% and top 0.1% pass-through owners.

C-corp

248
250

56
110
253
123
98

8,196
8,018
6,712
6,290
5,940
5,209
4,771
4,730
3,853

5 Automobile dealers (4411)

6 Oil/gas extraction (2111)

7 Management/techncl consulting
services (5416)
8 Activities related to real estate
(5313)
9 Computer sys design/related
services (5415)
10 Other specialty trade contractor
(2389)
11 Misc. durable goods merchant
wholesalers (4239)
1,419

769

−5,446

1,012

4,388

18,375

3,121

−727

−480

17,712

477

11 Soap, cleaning compound/
toiletry mfg. (3256)

1 Petroleum/coal products mfg.
(3241)
2 Pharmaceutical/medicine mfg.
(3254)
3 Nondepository credit
intermediation (5222)
4 Other telecommunications
(5179)
5 Computer/peripheral equipment
mfg. (3341)
6 Other general merchandise
stores (4529)
7 Druggists’ goods merchant
wholesalers (4242)
8 Aerospace product/parts mfg.
(3364)
9 Semiconductor/electronic
component mfg. (3344)
10 Motor vehicle mfg. (3361)

Industry (NAICS)

Top passthru

20,326

20,521

21,460

22,997

25,191

27,027

33,250

35,288

46,573

63,295

98,696

163

179

69

136

94

139

106

254

26

112

109

189

152

709

290

497

283

448

2

1,957

403

441

Profit ($M) Rank Profit ($M)

C-corp
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12

64

13

28,207

2 Other financial investment
activity (5239)
3 Other professional/technical
services (5419)
4 Offices of physicians (6211)

144

28,643

Profit ($M) Rank Profit ($M)

1 Legal services (5411)

Industry (NAICS)

Top passthru

TABLE II
INDUSTRIAL COMPOSITION OF MILLION-DOLLAR-OWNED PASS-THROUGH AND ALL C-CORPORATION PROFITS (2014)
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70
140
97
55
19
240

2,933
2,899
2,891
2,742
2,690
2,669
54

44

2,934

2,440

59

76

3,328
3,129

37

3,754

4,494

14,137
−109

4,489

1,442

555

2,802

6,167

3,741

2,300

7,636

Profit ($M) Rank Profit ($M)

C-corp

20 Basic chemical mfg. (3251)
21 Health/personal care stores
(4461)
22 Traveler accommodation (7211)

16 Ag., constr/mining machinery
mfg. (3331)
17 Other information services
(5191)
18 Activities related to credit
intermediation (5223)
19 Restaurants (7225)

13 Other financial investment
activity (5239)
14 Grocery/related product
wholesalers (4244)
15 Software publishers (5112)

12 Oil/gas extraction (2111)

Industry (NAICS)

Top passthru

12,761

14,136
13,448

14,137

14,503

14,684

14,814

15,010

15,945

17,712

18,375

45

86
33

20

142

70

105

99

35

2

6

1,229

550
1,594

2,690

266

707

452

472

1,519

28,207

6,290

Profit ($M) Rank Profit ($M)

C-corp
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22 Misc. nondurable goods
merchant wholesalers (4249)

14 Accounting/bookkeeping
services (5412)
15 Insurance agencies/brokerages
(5242)
16 Architectural/engineering
services (5413)
17 Nonresidential building
construction (2362)
18 Building equipment contractors
(2382)
19 Residential building
construction (2361)
20 Restaurants (7225)
21 Other heavy construction (2379)

12 Other fabricated metal prod
mfg. (3329)
13 Other miscellaneous mfg. (3399)

Industry (NAICS)

Top passthru

TABLE II
CONTINUED
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C-corp

33
3
229
72
41
90

1,958
1,957
1,915
1,854
1,820
1,792

25 Machinery/supply merchant
wholesalers (4238)
26 Nondepository credit
intermediation (5222)
27 Indie artists, writers,
performers (7115)
28 Other investment pools/funds
(5259)
29 Support activity for mining
(2131)
30 Advertising, PR/related services
(5418)
1,748

6,480

2,509

−25

46,573

9,022

799

10,530

28 Depository credit
intermediation (5221)
29 Radio/television broadcasting
(5151)
30 Security contracts broker (5231)

26 Motion picture/video industries
(5121)
27 Grocery stores (4451)

23 Building material/supplies
dealers (4441)
24 Converted paper product mfg.
(3222)
25 Beverage mfg. (3121)

Industry (NAICS)

Top passthru

10,530

10,920

10,948

11,005

11,253

11,274

11,287

12,758

23

148

55

53

92

63

90

61

2,268

253

976

1,035

507

871

523

902

Profit ($M) Rank Profit ($M)

C-corp
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Notes. This table presents statistics on the level of million-dollar-owned pass-through profits and total C-corporation profits in 2014 by four-digit industry. The rows are sorted by
the level of top pass-through profits on the left and C-corporation profits on the right. These statistics apportion pass-through profits pro rata to owners and then aggregate those
apportioned profits by four-digit industry. Rank columns indicate the rank of that four-digit industry within a particular group of firms. Profits columns indicate the level of profits
in millions of 2014 dollars.

119

2,140

24 Plastics product mfg. (3261)

30

2,268

Profit ($M) Rank Profit ($M)

23 Security contracts broker (5231)

Industry (NAICS)

Top passthru

TABLE II
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29. In recent years, the aggregate composition of business income is roughly
evenly split between the pass-through and C-corporation sectors (Cooper et al.
2016). Adjusting the C-corporation profit figures for the share of C-corporation
wealth owned by the household sector (equal to $11T/$23.4T = 47%) and the top
1% share of C-corporation dividends (49% in 2014), top 1% pass-through profits
are roughly double the size of top 1% C-corporation profits.
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offices of physicians ($8.0B), and auto dealers ($6.7B). The five
largest industries for C-corporation profits are petroleum and
coal product manufacturing ($98.7B), pharmaceutical manufacturing ($63.3B), nondepository credit intermediation ($46.6B),
other telecommunications ($35.3B), and computer and peripheral
equipment manufacturing ($33.3B).29
The C-corporation sector includes many well-known listed
companies, which are broadly held within the household sector
and by pensions, nonprofits, and foreign investors. In some industries, such as restaurants, retailers, and wholesalers, firms operate in both pass-through and C-corporation form (e.g., Menards
versus Home Depot; Yagan 2015). Remarkably, certain industries
that are prevalent and large for pass-through profits, such as law
firms, doctors, and consultants, have negative or nearly zero aggregate profits in the C-corporation sector.
Table III presents a disaggregated analysis of pass-through
profits for the top industries in the S-corporation and partnership sectors. We define top industries by the 2014 level of profits
flowing to either top 1–0.1% or top 0.1% owners. This focus on
the industries of top-owned firms complements Bakija, Cole, and
Heim (2012), who study the occupations of top earners using personal income tax returns and find a large role for professional
services, finance, and closely held businesses.
Top pass-through profits comprise human-capital-intensive
service professions and to a lesser extent nonmanufacturing industries that depend on financial and physical capital, such as
real estate and oil and gas. Typical firms owned by the top
1–0.1% are single-establishment firms in professional services
(e.g., consultants, lawyers, specialty tradespeople) or health services (e.g., physicians, dentists). For example, in the top 1–0.1%,
the largest S-corporation industry is offices of physicians ($9.1B)
and the largest partnership industry is legal services ($21.3B). A
typical firm owned by the top 0.1% might be a regional business
with $20M in sales and 100 employees, such as an auto dealer,
beverage distributor, or a large law firm. There is significant

Offices of physicians (6211)
Other professional/technical services (5419)
Offices of dentists (6212)
Other specialty trade contractors (2389)
Legal services (5411)
Insurance agencies/brokerages (5242)
Computer sys design/related services (5415)
Architectural/engineering services (5413)
Building equipment contractors (2382)
Restaurants (7225)
Management/techncl consulting svc (5416)
Nonresidential building constr (2362)
Offices of other health practitioners (6213)
Misc. durable goods merch whlsl (4239)
Other fabricated metal prod mfg. (3329)

9,063
4,778
4,317
3,893
3,485
2,678
2,662
2,642
2,595
2,421
2,196
1,906
1,886
1,684
1,670

Top 1–0.1%
profit ($M)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Other financial investment activity (5239)
Automobile dealers (4411)
Oil/gas extraction (2111)
Other professional/technical services (5419)
Offices of physicians (6211)
Computer sys design/related services (5415)
Management/techncl consulting svc (5416)
Other specialty trade contractors (2389)
Legal services (5411)
Misc. durable goods merch whlsl (4239)
Other fabricated metal prod mfg. (3329)
Other miscellaneous mfg. (3399)
Activities related to real estate (5313)
Other heavy construction (2379)
Nonresidential building construction (2362)

S-corporation industry (NAICS)

5,786
5,176
4,820
4,186
3,621
3,206
3,185
3,086
2,847
2,836
2,727
2,477
2,286
2,248
1,940

Top 0.1%
profit ($M)
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S-corporation industry (NAICS)
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Legal services (5411)
Offices of physicians (6211)
Accounting/bookkeeping services (5412)
Other financial investment activity (5239)
Other professional/technical services (5419)
Outpatient care centers (6214)
Activities related to real estate (5313)
Management/techncl consulting svc (5416)
Oil/gas extraction (2111)
Restaurants (7225)
Offices of other health practitioners (6213)
Offices of dentists (6212)
Insurance agencies/brokerages (5242)
Computer sys design/related services (5415)
Architectural/engineering services (5413)

21,320
5,923
5,316
3,395
1,641
1,449
1,357
1,263
1,139
694
670
574
573
563
550

Top 1–0.1%
profit ($M)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Other financial investment activity (5239)
Legal services (5411)
Activities related to real estate (5313)
Other professional/technical services (5419)
Oil/gas extraction (2111)
Management/techncl consulting svc (5416)
Security contracts broker (5231)
Other investment pools/funds (5259)
Accounting/bookkeeping services (5412)
Offices of physicians (6211)
Automobile dealers (4411)
Residential building construction (2361)
Lessors of real estate (5311)
Computer sys design/related svc (5415)
Fruit/tree nut farming (1113)

Partnership industry (NAICS)

20,220
18,200
2,534
2,254
2,035
1,637
1,485
1,372
1,166
1,026
693
689
685
585
482

Top 0.1%
profit ($M)
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Notes. This table presents statistics on the level of S-corporation and partnership profits for top earners in 2014 by four-digit industry. We present statistics for two groups of firms:
firms owned by the top 1–0.1% and firms owned by the top 0.1%. The rows are sorted by the level of firm profits for firms owned by the top 0.1% and top 1–0.1%, respectively. These
statistics apportion profits pro rata to owners in either the top 0.1% or the top 1–0.1% and then aggregate those apportioned profits by four-digit industry. Profits columns indicate
the level of profits in millions of 2014 dollars.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Partnership industry (NAICS)

TABLE III
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III.E. Pass-through Profitability Is Higher for Top Owners
This section explores how profitability of pass-through firms
varies with an owner’s position in the income distribution. While
other explanations of heterogeneous returns exist, showing that
top owners generate excess profitability provides evidence that
is consistent with profits reflecting in part the returns to human
rather than physical and financial capital. A scale-limiting factor, like the time or personal relationships of a skilled ownermanager, may lead higher demand to manifest itself through
higher prices (profits per worker), rather than higher quantities
(more workers).
To test whether top-owned firms generate especially high
profitability, we begin by binning year-2014 owners in the linked
firm-owner-worker data by their fiscal income. We confine attention to the top fiscal income decile, where the vast majority of
pass-through income accrues. The bins are 1 percentile wide, except in the top 1%, where we consider bins between the 99th
percentile and 99.5th percentile, the 99.5th percentile and 99.9th
percentile, and the top 0.1%.
We then compute mean profitability—measured as profits per
worker—across firms owned by individuals within each personal
income bin, with and without controls, as follows. When not using controls, we compute the mean profitability across owner-firm
30. These tables only include ordinary business income, not dividends, interest, or capital gains, which we separately account for in the top incomes data.
Online Appendix Table J.3 presents statistics on the number of firms and owners
for both S-corporations and partnerships in each industry in Table III.
31. Online Appendix Table J.4 formalizes this observation by presenting a
set of correlations at the NAICS four-digit level, which relate aggregate profits
by corporate form to industry-level measures of human capital and nonhuman
capital (e.g., physical capital) intensity. Top pass-through profits are most strongly
correlated with measures of human capital intensity, whereas C-corporation profits
are less correlated with human capital and most correlated with physical capital
intensity at the industry level.
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overlap between top S-corporations and top partnerships. However, partnership profits are more concentrated and skew more
toward certain high-skilled services, especially legal services and
other financial investment activity, which includes private equity, venture capital, and hedge funds.30 Overall, most top passthrough businesses do not operate in finance and instead actively
produce goods or services across diverse industries.31
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32. Note that these firms have existed for only five years, so the magnitude of
performance advantages may differ relative to the full sample of top-owned firms
for firm life-cycle reasons.
33. Online Appendix H.1 addresses the question of whether high profitability
at top-owned firms reflects payment for higher undiversifiable risk. Based on ex
post survival probabilities and Sharpe ratio–like risk adjustments, higher risk
does not explain higher profitability among top-owned firms.
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observations within each bin weighting by firm scale (the number
of workers). Our main specification controls for industry (fourdigit NAICS), removing profitability variation across owner income bins that is correlated with industry fixed effects (see the
figure note).
Figure IV, Panel A plots the results. Firms owned by top 0.1%
earners enjoy profitability ($14K per worker) that is over twice
as large as the profitability ($5K per worker) of firms owned by
individuals in the bottom half of the top decile. The graph displays
similar patterns without controls and when also controlling for
firm size.
Figure IV, Panel B demonstrates that high firm profitability
is a persistent and systematic characteristic of high earners. It
replicates Panel A in the subsample of pass-through startups,
plotting the profitability-income gradient using owner income
ranks from the year before the owner founded the startup. A
firm qualifies as a startup in year t if it filed an income tax
return in year t and did not file an income tax return of any kind
before year t. We find all such owner-startup observations in
years 2001–2010 and define the owner’s income rank using her
fiscal income in the year before she founded the startup. Then
for each startup year, we produce a profitability-income gradient
net of industry fixed effects, using profitability from the startup’s
fifth year of existence and conditioning on startups that survive
for at least five years. We then average those gradients evenly
across years and plot the mean gradient in circles in Figure IV,
Panel B.
Startups founded by top earners go on to be much more
profitable in their fifth year than those started by other lower
earners.32 The panel also shows that we find similar results
when including all startups regardless of how long they survive,
computing each startup’s profitability as total profits in the
startup’s first five years divided by total annual workers in the
startup’s first five years. Hence, superior firm profitability is a
persistent and systematic characteristic of high earners.33
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Panel A plots firm profitability (profits per worker) by owner fiscal income across
owner-firm observations in the 2014 linked firm-owner data. The bins are 1 percentile point wide in fiscal income, except in the top 1% where we consider bins
of ranks between the 99th percentile and 99.5th percentile, the 99.5th percentile
and 99.9th percentile, and the top 0.1%. Means are weighted by scale (the firm’s
number of workers). Industry fixed effects denote four-digit NAICS indicators.
Sales fixed effects denote ventile indicators (i.e., 5-percentile point bins in the firm
sales distribution). Panel B plots the equivalent of Panel A’s within-industry series using the population of pass-through startups 2001–2010. It ranks owners by
their fiscal income in the year before founding a new pass-through. It plots in blue
circles (color version available online) profits per worker in the firm’s fifth year
of existence, conditional on the firm surviving five years. It plots in red squares
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FIGURE IV
Profitability Rises with Owner Income Rank
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III.F. Summary of Descriptive Evidence
Together, this section’s descriptive statistics show that a
large share of top earners are owners of mid-market firms
in skill-intensive industries in the pass-through sector. Passthrough participation is pervasive among top earners who are
working age and own undiversified positions in closely held
firms. Statistics by industry show that many pass-through firms
operate in industries that rely more on human capital than on
financial capital. That pass-through activity is in many sectors
and in firms that are not especially large is at odds with passive
capital stories implying that most profitable activity may be
concentrated among a few firms.

IV. THE HUMAN CAPITAL SHARE OF PASS-THROUGH INCOME
This section presents three event studies: two to quantify the
extent to which pass-through income reflects the return to owners’
human capital, and a third to test a candidate mechanism. We use
the term “human capital” to refer to all factors embodied in the
owner, as opposed to nonhuman factors, such as physical capital,
intangible transferable assets (such as patents or brands), or market position. The return to human capital includes the return to labor supply, the owner’s network, her retention and recruiting skill,
her reputation, and her ability to extract rents. This distinction
between labor income—the flow return to human capital—and
capital income—the flow return to nonhuman capital—accords
with the definitions in PSZ and elsewhere in the literature.
Empirically, the flow return to an owner’s human capital
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FIGURE IV (Continued). the startup’s sum of its first five years of annual profits
divided by the startup’s sum of its first five years of annual number of workers,
imputing zeros for profits and workers in years after a startup exits. We focus on
firms with positive workers. We winsorize profitability at the 1st and 99th percentiles across the year’s top-decile owner-firm observations. We apportion profits
and workers to owners according to ownership shares. To take out fixed effects, we
compute profitability at the owner-firm level for all owners in the top personal income decile, regress profitability on industry fixed effects weighted by the number
of workers, compute residuals, add a constant to the residuals such that the sum
of the product of the residuals and the number of workers equals total profits, and
then compute the employment-weighted mean of each bin’s residuals. The addition
of the constant ensures that the overall employment-weighted mean profitability
is constant across specifications.
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IV.A. The Profit Impact of Owner Deaths
To estimate human capital’s share of pass-through profits,
an experimental ideal would be to measure the profit impact of
exogenously forcing pass-through owners to withdraw their human capital from their firms. We approximate this ideal with a
natural experiment in which we measure the profit impact of premature owner deaths. We find that the average premature death
of a million-dollar-earning owner causes an 82% decline in firm
profits.
1. Analysis Sample and Variable Definitions. We construct
an owner deaths analysis sample—comprising firms with owner
deaths matched to firms without owner deaths—as follows. We
obtain owner year of death from Social Security Administration
files housed alongside tax records. We refer to a firm-owner-year
observation in the linked-firm-owner data as experiencing a
year-t owner death when (i) the owner was aged 64 or younger at
the end of year t, owned at least 20% of the firm in t − 1, and had
over $1 million in t − 1 fiscal income; (ii) the owner died in year
t ∈ [2005, 2010]; (iii) the firm had no other owners 2001–2014
who died; and (iv) the firm had $100,000 in sales in t − 1, the
firm had positive sales in all years [t − 4, t − 1], and the firm had
positive employment in some year [t − 4, t − 1].34
We then match each such owner-death firm-owner-t observation to all “counterfactual” firm-owner-t observations that satisfy
the following criteria: (i) the firm never had an owner die in the
year of or immediately after being an owner; (ii) the firm had at
least $100,000 in sales in t − 1, the firm had positive sales in all
years [t − 4, t − 1], and the firm had positive employment in some
year [t − 4, t − 1]; and (iii) the observation matches the ownerdeath observation along five dimensions. Those five dimensions
are: (i) the owners were in the same five-year age bin in year t, (ii)
the owners were in the same fiscal income bin (99th to 99.5th percentile, 99.5th to 99.9th percentile, or top 0.1%) in t − 1, (iii) the
firm had the same three-digit NAICS industry code, (iv) the firm
34. Most dying owners have a firm-owner observation in the year of death.
We also include owner deaths that occur one year after the last year the owner
appears in our data.
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includes wages, which are directly observable, and the share of
profits deriving from human capital, which must be estimated.
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35. This restriction excludes few firms, and the main coefficient estimate is
slightly larger in absolute magnitude when including them. Firms with a very
large number of owners are excluded by the restriction that only one owner died
2001–2014.
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had the same sales decile (defined after applying all other sample
restrictions) in t − 1; and (v) the firm had the same organizational
form (i.e., S-corporation versus partnership).
The sample restrictions and matching procedure serve the
following purposes. Restricting to ages below 65 ensures that we
examine owner deaths representative of typical owners (who are
working-age) rather than typical dying owners (who skew older).
Restricting attention to deaths in 2005–2010 allows us to construct a balanced panel of firm observations between four years
before and four years after the death using our 2001–2014 data.
Restricting to firms with substantial preperiod sales and positive
employment focuses our analysis on economically active firms. Restricting to owners who own at least 20% of the firm helps exclude
firms with many owners that typically replace departing ownermanagers with new owner-managers, such as large law firms.
Such replacement would bias toward 0 our estimates of the dying
owner’s human-capital contribution to firm profits, as her human
capital supply is simply replaced by a new owner’s.35 Matching
on the various dimensions assists in identifying counterfactual
firms that would plausibly exhibit common trends to owner-death
firms in the absence of the owner’s death. The matching procedure is similar to other death-based event studies (Jäger 2016;
Jaravel, Petkova, and Bell 2018) except that it uses all matched
counterfactual observations rather than selecting one at random.
After conducting the matches, we construct a balanced panel
of firm outcomes for each owner-death firm j and each counterfactual firm j for every year between four years before and four years
after the death. If a firm exits (i.e., no longer files a Form 1120S
or Form 1065 income tax return), it is coded as having 0 profits
and 0 sales in exited years, except for the reorganization correction defined below. Our owner deaths analysis sample comprises
581,508 matched pair-year observations: nine years of observations on each of 765 firms with a dying million-dollar-earning
owner and 64,612 counterfactual firms. We also report results in
a broader sample of top 1% owner deaths (2,609,973 observations
with 2,436 owner-death firms) and a narrower sample of top 0.1%
owner deaths (194,787 observations with 435 owner-death firms).
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36. We measure employer as the EIN listed on the W-2. Because we use
W-2 EIN to identify both the owner-death firm’s r − 1 workers and the firms
subsequently employing those workers, employer is consistently measured before
and after the owner death. We search for the largest single employer across all of
a worker’s r and r + 1 employers, not just the highest-paying one.
37. This correction is analogous to how Chetty and Saez (2005) correct for firms
that delist from stock exchanges, thereby exiting their analysis sample. Moreover,
we neither observe nor infer division spinoffs, which would reduce measured profits
at the surviving owner-death firm despite no real reduction in economic activity.
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Online Appendix Table J.5 provides a waterfall showing how sample restrictions yield our analysis sample size.
Our main outcome is profits per preperiod worker. This quantity in a year s equals firm profits in s divided by the firm’s mean
annual workers across years [t − 4, t − 1] where t denotes the
owner death year. Scaling profits by the average annual number
of preperiod workers permits comparison across firms of different predeath size. Because the denominator is defined using only
predeath observations, postdeath changes in the number of workers do not directly affect the outcome. For example, a firm with
constant profits that happens to replace employees with equally
compensated independent contractors would exhibit zero change
in profits per preperiod worker. We also analyze firm survival,
equal in a year s to an indicator for whether the firm has positive
sales in s.
Forty-one percent of the owner-death firms and 17% of counterfactual firms exit the sample between t and t + 4. Some of these
exits do not represent firm shutdowns and instead represent firm
reorganizations under a different employer identification number either through bankruptcy or sale. We do not directly observe
firm reorganizations. However, we can infer reorganizations by
whether most of the exiting firm’s workers subsequently appear
as coworkers at another firm. Specifically, for every firm that had
0 sales in year t + 4 and denoting its first year of zero sales (i.e., its
first fully exited year) by r, we identify the largest single employer
other than the exiting firm across years r and r + 1 of the firm’s
r − 1 workers excluding the dying owner.36 We find that 22% of
exiting owner-death firms and 28% of exiting counterfactual firms
with at least two r − 1 workers were reorganizations: the largest
single employer following the owner death employed over half of
the exiting firm’s r − 1 workers. We account for these reorganizations by simply replacing the firm’s profit in years [r, t + 4] with
the firm’s profit in year r − 1.37
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k∈{−4,−3,−2,0,1,2,3,4}

where Dkjs is an indicator for owner-death firm j having experienced an owner death k years in the past. The coefficients of interest β k provide the time path of mean owner-death firm outcomes
relative to the year before the owner death, which is normalized
to 0. Note that because there are no controls, the coefficients β k
are raw differences-in-differences of the outcome means between
owner-death firms and counterfactual firms between year t − 1
and other years. We ensure that each owner-death firm carries
equal weight in the regression by weighting each jj s observation
by one over the number of counterfactual ( j ) firms matched to the
owner-death firm ( j). We cluster standard errors by owner-death
firm j.
Figure V, Panel A plots our main owner-death result: point
estimates and 95% confidence intervals from equation (1) for
the outcome of profits per preperiod worker. The flat preperiod
trend corroborates the common trends assumption underlying
our difference-in-differences analysis—that in the absence of the
owner death, profits per preperiod worker among owner-death
firms and among counterfactual firms would have trended similarly. The graph shows that profits per preperiod worker decline
immediately and persistently at owner-death firms relative to
counterfactual firms on owner death.38 The immediate decline in
However, we believe that spinoffs are likely rare for the medium-sized firms we
study. To explain the very large effects we find below, very large shares of most
owner-death firms would have to have been spun off. Online Appendix H.2 tests
robustness of punchline calculations to potential bias.
38. Although the graph shows a flat time series of dollar estimates, percentage
estimates scaled by the outcome of mean of counterfactual firms exhibit a slight
downward trend as profits at counterfactual firms secularly decline over time.
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2. Estimates. We use our owner deaths analysis sample
of matched owner-death and counterfactual firms to estimate
difference-in-differences impacts of owner deaths, as follows. Let j
denote an owner-death firm and j denote one of its matched counterfactual firms. For each matched pair-year observation, we compute the difference in the outcome of interest between the ownerdeath firm and the counterfactual firm in the given year, that is,
Y j j  s ≡ Y js − Y j  s . We then regress that difference on event-time
indicators in an event study specification:

Y j j  s =
(1)
βk Dkjs + ε js ,
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For Panel A, we identify all 765 “owner-death” firms in our linked-firm-ownerworker data that (i) have an owner in a year t ∈ [2005, 2010] who was under
age 65, died in year t, and had over $1 million in t − 1 fiscal income; (ii) had
no other owner deaths 2001–2014, at least $100,000 in sales in 2014 dollars in
t − 1, positive sales in all years [t − 4, t − 1], and the firm had positive employment
in some year [t − 4, t − 1]; and (iii) has at least one “counterfactual” firm of the
same organizational form that met the same [t − 4, t − 1] firm requirements,
match the owner-death firm on three-digit industry and t − 1 sales decile, and
have a year-t owner who matches the dying owner on t − 1 income fractile and
five-year age bin. For Panel B, we identify all 5,312 “owner-retirement” firms that
satisfy requirements similar to those for owner-death firms except that instead
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FIGURE V
Profit Effects of Owner Deaths and Retirements
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profits can derive from a number of mechanisms. The firm could
contract (e.g., by closing one of many store fronts) in response to
worse managerial inputs. Owner charisma or connections may
have kept key employees at the firm until her death. Or a firm
could replace its dead owner-manager (compensated in profits)
with a hired nonowner manager (compensated in wages), yielding
a decline in measured profits. In each case, the withdrawal of the
owner’s human capital caused profits to decline.
The graph’s rightmost data point, also reported in Table IV,
Panel A, column (1), is our main estimate: the average death
of a top-earning owner caused a $20,591 decline in profits per
preperiod worker four years after the owner death. This estimated impact has a t-statistic of 3.5. The bottom rows of the
column transform the estimated dollar impact into a percentage
impact as follows. The mean profits per preperiod worker at
counterfactual firms in t + 4 was $38,401. The average dying
owner had an ownership share of 65.7% and thus, on average,
may have withdrawn only 65.7% of the firms’ owners’ human
capital contributions. Dividing −$20,591 by $38,401 and by 65.7%
yields an estimated impact of an effective 100% owner death of
−81.6%, our preferred percentage impact.
Columns (2) and (3) separate column (1)’s main effect into
extensive and intensive margins. Column (2) finds that the mean
death of a top-earning owner caused her firm to be 19.8 percentage points less likely to have survived four years after the owner
death, relative to counterfactual firms. This extensive-margin effect size has a t-statistic of 11.6. Column (3) restricts the sample
to firms that survive through t + 4, finding an intensive margin
effect of −$13,252 that is marginally significant with a t-statistic
of 1.9.39 Comparison of bottom-row values of columns (1)–(3)
39. The analogous t-statistic among top 1% owner deaths is 4.6, as the sample
is substantially larger (Online Appendix Table J.7). While conditioning on survival entails conditioning on an endogenous outcome, we nevertheless report it for
interpretation in combination with columns (1)–(2).
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FIGURE V (Continued). of death, we measure retirement as the firm having at
least one owner receiving W-2 wages in consecutive years [t − 4, t − 1] and no one
receiving wages [t, t + 1]. Counterfactual firms had at least one owner receiving
W-2 wages [t − 4, t + 1]. Each panel presents simple difference-in-differences
estimates of the event (death or retirement) impact on annual firm profits ($K)
per mean annual preperiod worker. Displayed 95% confidence intervals are based
on standard errors clustered at the firm level. See Online Appendix Figures I.6 for
analogous graphs for top 1% and top 0.1% owners.
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Surviving firms only
Minority owner
Majority owner
Death before 65
Death after 75
S-corporations only
Observations
Owner deaths
R2
Mean of counterfactual firms
Dying owners ownership %
Preferred percentage impact

Panel A: Owner deaths
Impact

Profits per
preperiod worker
($/worker)
(1)

Million-dollar-earning owners

TABLE IV
IMPACT OF OWNER DEATHS AND RETIREMENTS ON FIRM PROFITS
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Notes. This table estimates the impact of an owner “exit,” embodied in an owner death or retirement, on firm performance four years after the event. Panel A uses the owner deaths
sample to analyze the impact of owner deaths on firm performance four years after owner death relative to one year before owner death, relative to the matched counterfactual
firms. Columns (1)–(2) report the right-most coefficients plotted in Figure V, Panels A and B. See the notes to that figure for details. Column (3) repeats column (2) on the subset of
matched pairs of owner-death firms and counterfactual firms that survived four years after the owner death. Column (4) repeats column (2) on the subset of matched pairs where the
dying owner had 50% or less ownership in the owner-death firm; column (5) repeats column (2) on all other pairs. Column (6) repeats column (2) in an identically constructed sample
of matched owner-death firms that is based on owners who died at age 75 or greater. Column (7) repeats column (1) in an identically constructed sample of matched owner-death
S-corporations. The outcome mean of counterfactual firms is the weighted mean four years after owner death (see the text for the weight). The ownership share of dying owners is
measured in the year before owner death. Panel B repeats Panel A for the subset of owner-retirement and counterfactual firms. See Sections III.A and III.B for more details.

Surviving firms only
Minority owner
Majority owner
S-corporations only
Observations
Owner retirements
R2
Mean of counterfactual firms
Retiring owners ownership %
Preferred percentage impact

Panel B: Owner retirements
Impact

Profits per
preperiod worker
($/worker)
(1)

Million-dollar-earning owners

TABLE IV
CONTINUED
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40. Our sample is dominated by dying S-corporation owners, due in large part
to the 20% ownership share threshold and to requiring that the firm had positive
preperiod workers.
41. The million-dollar-earner sample includes everyone in the top 0.1% sample; the top 1% sample includes everyone in the million-dollar-earner sample.
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suggests that most of the column (1) impact is along the intensive margin.
Columns (4)–(7) report heterogeneity and placebo results that
corroborate the interpretation of owner death impacts as reflecting the withdrawal of the owner’s human capital services. One
might expect majority owners to be more likely to actively manage their firms than minority owners, implying that a majority
owner death causes a larger decline in firm profits than a minority
owner death. Columns (4) and (5) test this prediction by repeating
column (1) on the subset of owner-death firms with dying minority owners (those with less than or exactly 50% ownership) and
firms with dying majority owners (all others), respectively. Both
columns reveal large and statistically significant profit impacts,
but the dying-majority-owner impact is nearly twice as large as
the dying-minority-owner impact. This pattern is consistent with
profit impacts of owner deaths stemming from the withdrawal of
human capital services.
Recall that our owner deaths analysis sample restricts to owners below age 65. Nonelderly owners are more likely to be active
managers than elderly owners. We therefore construct a sample
of elderly owner deaths—exactly analogous to the main owner
deaths analysis sample, except restricting to owners who died
at age 75 or greater and to counterfactual firms with similarly
aged owners. Column (6) repeats column (1) in the elderly owner
deaths sample. We find an insignificant and near-zero impact of
an elderly owner death on firm profits.
Earlier work has assumed that 0% of S-corporation profits is labor income (Karabarbounis and Neiman 2014; PSZ) but
that 70% of partnership profits is labor income (PSZ). Although
the partnership assumption is close to our main estimate, the
S-corporation assumption is not. Column (7) repeats column (1)
while restricting the sample to S-corporations. The resulting estimate is similar to the main estimate, indicating that the main
estimate is not simply driven by partnerships.40
Finally, columns (8) and (9) repeat column (1) in our broader
and lower-mean-income top 1% sample and our narrower and
higher-mean-income top 0.1% sample.41 Effects are ordered
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IV.B. The Profit Impact of Owner Retirements
A natural concern is that because an owner death may be
unanticipated, the prior section’s results may primarily reflect a
chaotic disruption rather than the withdrawal of the owner’s human capital. We therefore complement our owner-deaths analysis
by estimating the impact of inferred orderly transitions of owners
out of employment at their owned firms (“retirement”).
Specifically, we follow the owner-deaths sample frame and
matching procedure detailed in Section IV.A, with four amendments. First, rather than defining an owner-death event, we define an owner-retirement event in year t as the firm transitioning
from consecutive years [t − 4, t − 1] with at least one owner receiving W-2 wages (perhaps different owners in different years)
to years [t, t + 1] with no owner receiving W-2 wages while still
having positive sales. Second, we match owner-retirement firms
to counterfactual firms at which at least one owner received W-2
wages in consecutive years [t − 4, t + 1]. Third, we allow owners
to be any age because elderly owners working at their firms may
nevertheless be representative of typical owners. Fourth, we require owner-retirement and counterfactual firms to have positive
sales [t − 4, t + 1] rather than merely [t − 4, t − 1] because exited
firms cannot be classified into owner-retirement or counterfactual categories. We make no restrictions on owner-retirement or
counterfactual firms in years [t + 2, t + 4]. The owner-retirements
sample is substantially larger than the owner-deaths sample, with
5,312 owner-retirement firms compared with 765 owner-deaths
firms. Online Appendix Table J.6 provides a waterfall showing
how sample restrictions yield our analysis sample size.
Our owner-retirements research design has strengths and
weaknesses relative to our owner-deaths research design. Its
primary strength is that it may identify instances where an
actively participating owner is replaced by a hired nonowner
42. An earlier draft reported a smaller impact for top 1% owner deaths (see
Online Appendix H.4 for details).
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across our three top groups in both dollar and percentage terms.
In particular, we find a −72.9% impact of top 1% owner deaths
and a noisier −92.3% impact of top 0.1% owner deaths, compared
to the −81.6% impact of a million-dollar-earner death.42 See
Online Appendix Table J.7 for full top 1% and top 0.1% ownerdeath results.
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1. Discussion. Our analysis below requires an estimate of
the share of top pass-through income that is a return to owner
human capital. Million-dollar earners are the middle of the three
top groups on which we focus; both the owner-deaths and ownerretirements specifications for this group suggest an estimate
of 82%. The estimated owner-retirement effects are monotonic
across top income groups in dollar terms but not in percentage terms. Motivated by the possibility of specification noise and
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manager, without the disruption of an unanticipated death.
Replacement of an actively participating owner by a nonowner
manager rather than by another owner is helpful for our analysis.
This replacement can induce a change in compensation: profits
to the owner manager replaced by the salary of a nonowner
manager. In contrast, replacing an active owner with another
equally productive active owner could yield no change in profits
despite profits entirely reflecting returns to owner human capital.
On the other hand, death is measured with almost no error
from vital records, whereas retirement is only inferred. In fact,
we find suggestive evidence that many inferred retirements are
not actual retirements: 13% of retirement firms issued a W-2 in
t + 4 to at least one of its owners. Thus, our owner-retirement
estimates may understate the true effect of withdrawing owner
human capital.
We estimate our event study specification equation (1) in our
owner retirements sample and report the results in Figure V,
Panel B and Table IV, Panel B. Figure V, Panel B’s flat preretirement trend corroborates our identifying assumption that in
the absence of retirement, owner-retirement firms and counterfactual firms would exhibit common trends in profits per preperiod worker. Profits per preperiod worker decline immediately and
persistently in the year of retirement.
The rightmost estimate in Figure V, Panel B is reported in
column (1) of Table IV, Panel B: an estimated causal impact of
−$37,210 with a t-statistic of 9.3. The bottom row follows the
same calculations used in Panel A to arrive at our preferred
owner-retirement percentage impact of −82.5%. This preferred
estimate is nearly identical to our owner-deaths estimate of
−81.6%. Columns (8) and (9) present analogous estimates for
top-1%-owner retirements and top-0.1%-owner retirements:
−59.6% and −71.7%, respectively (see Online Appendix Table J.8
for full results).
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43. We use fiscal income in defining the owners’ groups for Table IV. The top
1% estimates are smaller than the estimates based on higher earners, so it is
likely that the top 1% estimates defined using imputed national income—whose
thresholds are higher than fiscal income thresholds—would be larger.
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effectively weighting high earners the most, the average of the six
percentage impacts (top 1%, million-dollar-earners, and top 0.1%
across both owner deaths and retirements) is 76.8%.
To further explore the robustness of these estimates, Online
Appendix Table J.9 compares the equal-weighted estimates in
Table IV for the top 1% to alternative specifications that weigh
observations using average pre-event profits. Recall that topowned pass-throughs are much smaller than public companies:
72% of top-1% pass-through profits accrue to firms with less than
$50M in profits (see Figure III and Online Appendix Figures
I.3 and I.4 for distributions by firm size). Superstar firms such
as Amazon are not prominent, even on a dollar-weighted basis,
within the pass-through sector. Thus, equal-weighted estimates
within the pass-through sector are a priori likely to be close to
dollar-weighted estimates.
To explore this point, we consider multiple dollar-weighting
schemes and subsample analyses to evaluate how sensitive the
overall estimates are to how we treat the largest firms. First,
weighting by the log of preperiod profits increases the estimated
percentage impact in both the owner-death and owner-retirement
samples with little loss of precision. Second, we implement a
bounding exercise in which we estimate dollar-weighted treatment effects for all but the largest firms and bound the overall effect by assuming the full range of treatment effects from
0% to 100% for the largest firms. For owner deaths, we find a
dollar-weighted treatment effect for firms with less than $50M
in pre-event profits of 87.1%. Such firms generate 72% of total
top 1% pass-through profits, so we bound the overall effect from
62.4% (= 0.72 × 87% + (1 − 0.72) × 0%) to 90.8% (= 0.72 × 87% +
(1 − 0.72) × 100%). Owner retirements deliver larger estimates.
Overall, dollar-weighted approaches deliver similar if not
larger estimates relative to the equal-weighted analysis, although
the standard errors do increase with dollar-weighting. For the
next section’s analysis, we use 75% as a round number robustly
supported by all weighting approaches. We also report analyses
using smaller shares in both the person-level and dollar-level
calculations.43
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44. Consistent with our findings, Jäger (2016) uses German data to show
that manager deaths cause a decline of average yearly wages among incumbent
workers of approximately 1%. However, his article does not estimate effects on
firm performance.
45. Among our million-dollar-owner-death firms, the mean number of employees is 172 and the median is 41. Among Becker and Hvide’s owner-death firms, the
median number of employees is 4. Becker and Hvide find statistically significant
effects of owner deaths on firms in the first four quintiles of firm size but not on
firms in the largest quintile (those with more than eight employees).
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The findings in this and the previous section contribute to
a literature on the effect of managers and CEOs on firm performance using research designs based on retirements, family succession, and CEO deaths. Johnson et al. (1985), Pérez-González
(2006), and Bennedsen et al. (2007) find that when replacing an
outgoing CEO, choosing an external CEO increases firm value
and performance relative to choosing a within-family CEO. In
Danish administrative data, Bennedsen, Pérez-González, and
Wolfenzon (forthcoming) use CEO deaths and hospitalizations,
respectively, to show that these events cause significant declines
in profitability, with larger effects for CEOs who are younger and
more likely to be actively involved in the firm’s operations.44
The estimates from our owner death design are considerably
larger than estimates from these studies, which find average effects of professional CEOs between 10% and 25% in terms of operating profitability. Two factors can naturally explain the discrepancy. First, previous work has tended to estimate the effect
of one CEO being replaced by another CEO, thereby identifying
only the difference in human capital returns between two managers. In contrast, our estimates aim to measure the full human
capital return of a manager appearing in profits, as a firm replaces an owner manager (whose human capital return may for
tax reasons appear in profits) with a hired manager (who would
be compensated in wages). Second, previous work has often estimated effects among especially large or publicly traded companies
that may be more capital intensive than the typical firm in the
economy. Capital-intensive firms (like an oil extraction firm) may
depend less than other firms on managerial talent. Becker and
Hvide (2017) find large effects of entrepreneur deaths on quite
small firms in Norway. Relative to their work, our study broadens
the scope of analysis to much larger firms with high-income owners in a different institutional context that directly informs the
character of top U.S. incomes.45
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We have found that most pass-through profits represent the
returns to human capital. We now test a tax-incentive mechanism
for these returns being reported on business tax returns (and
thereby recorded in National Accounts) as pass-through profits,
rather than as wages paid to the owner. As discussed in Section
II.A, private firms have considerable leeway in how they pay
owners and face differing tax incentives to use that leeway:
C-corporations face tax incentives to pay owners in wages, while
pass-throughs face tax incentives to pay owners in profits. We
investigate the tax-incentive mechanism by testing for a sudden
divergence in profit and wage trends after firms transition from
C-corporation form to pass-through form.
We collect data on the population of businesses that switch
from C-corporation to S-corporation form between 2001 and
2014.46 On average, approximately 67,000 C-corporations switch
each year, corresponding to between 3% and 5% of all Ccorporations. We study total wage payments or profits as a fraction
of contemporaneous firm sales in an event study framework:
(2)

Yit =



γk Dk + αi + δt + εit ,

k∈{−5+,−4,−3,−2,0,1,2,3,4,5+}

where γk is the coefficient vector of interest on event time indicators, α i are firm fixed effects, and δ t are calendar year fixed
effects.47 Wage payments equals salaries and wages plus compensation of officers as listed on the business income tax return.48
The analysis sample includes 157,272 firms that switched from
C-corporation to S-corporation between 2001 and 2010. The sample includes all firms that existed for at least four years prior to
and four years following the switch and generated at least $100K
in sales in the year prior to the switch.
46. Over this time period, the vast majority of transitions were from C- to
S-corporation form, rather than from S- to C- or from C- to partnership. There are
few in the former case because of tax preference for the S-corporation form that
began in 1986. There are few in the latter case because of rules requiring the firm
to unincorporate in the event of these transitions.
47. We cannot directly study changes in owners’ wage payments because Ccorporations are not linked to owners.
48. This sum should typically equal total W-2 payments, except for manufacturing firms, which deduct production-worker wages on a separate form unavailable to us.
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Figure VI, Panel A plots the impacts on profits and wage payments for all firms in the switchers analysis sample. Despite a
preperiod trend in profits, the graph shows a sharp divergence between profits and wages in the year of the switch. Wage payments
fall sharply in the switching year by 2.29% on average relative
to sales, and this decline in wage payments is offset by an average profit margin increase of 1.70%. In words, nearly 2% of sales
are suddenly paid as profits instead of wages upon switching to Scorporation form. This pattern is consistent with the tax-incentive
mechanism for pass-through owners’ human capital returns being
paid as profits.
Figure VI plots two heterogeneity analyses that further support the tax-incentive mechanism. S-corporation profits must be
distributed pro rata to ownership share. A firm with one active
owner-manager supplying human capital and a passive owner
supplying none would therefore be relatively unlikely to characterize human capital returns as profits. Instead, the active ownermanager would likely insist on being paid in salary or bonus—
sacrificing taxes so as not to share her human capital returns with
a passive owner. Nonmajority-owned firms are relatively likely to
have at least one passive owner, so we would expect such firms
to exhibit a smaller change in profits and wage payments after
a C-to-S switch. Figure VI, Panel A shows that expectation is indeed the case empirically. When limiting the sample to the 14,600
firms with no owner in the year of the switch having at least a
50% ownership share, the change in profits and wage payments
is markedly less pronounced than in the full sample.
Human capital is a primary factor of production in highskilled service-sector firms, such as medical practices and consultancies. Owners of such firms may be especially likely to also
serve as a manager rather than hiring a nonowner manager, and
the labor share of value added tends to be higher at such firms.
High-skilled service-sector firms may therefore exhibit especially
large changes in profits and wage payments after a C-to-S switch.
Figure VI, Panel B shows that that is indeed in the case. When
limiting the sample to the 53,220 firms with two-digit NAICS ∈
{51, 52, 54, 56, 61, 62} in the year of the switch, the change in profits and wage payments is markedly more pronounced than in the
full sample. We conclude that the data support the tax-incentive
explanation for human capital returns being recharacterized as
pass-through profits.
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FIGURE VI
Impact of Organizational-Form Switch on Profits and Wage Payments
This figure uses our linked firm-owner data to display how wage payments and
profits change when a firm changes organizational form from C-corporation to Scorporation. The sample includes all 157,272 S-corporations that switched from
C-corporate to S-corporate form between 2001–2010; had at least $100K in sales in
the year prior to the switch; and were active in the four years before and four years
following the switch. The No Majority series plot changes for the 14,600 firms that
had only minority owners (i.e., with less than 50% ownership) in the switch year.
The Service series plot changes for switch events for the 53,220 firms that were
in high-skilled service industries, defined as having two-digit NAICS ∈ {51, 52,
54, 56, 61, 62}. We study two outcomes: annual profits divided by contemporaneous sales, and annual wage payments (including officer compensation) divided by
contemporaneous sales. Each plotted series comprises difference estimates for the
outcome of interest relative to t − 1, conditional on firm and calendar year fixed
effects. Displayed 95% confidence intervals are based on standard errors clustered
at the firm level.
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V.A. Most Top Earners Are Human-Capital Rich
This subsection uses our estimates to characterize top earners as human-capital rich or financial-capital rich. The question
is whether a very high earner you might meet likely earns most
of her income from her human capital or her financial capital.
The answer plays a key role in debates about taxation. Kuziemko
et al. (2015) find that survey respondents assess tax policy in part
based on how income is earned. Moreover, traditional models of
optimal taxation provide rationales for higher tax rates on labor
income than on capital income (Atkinson and Stiglitz 1976; Judd
1985; Chamley 1986). To the extent that “capital” income is characterized as labor income, higher capital tax rates may be optimal
(Piketty and Saez 2013).
We classify a top earner as human-capital rich if the majority
of her income derives from her human capital, which we refer
to as labor income as in PSZ and elsewhere in the literature.
We measure labor income as the sum of wage income (as defined
in Section II.B) and 75% of pass-through income (based on our
owner-death and owner-retirement event studies). We use our two
measures of personal income—fiscal income and imputed national
income—and report results for three top income groups—the top
1%, million-dollar earners, and the top 0.1%. Recall that the unit of
observation in fiscal income is the tax unit and in imputed national
income is the individual. Because imputed national income uses
imputed C-corporate retained earnings and other passive capital
income, labor income is lower when using the imputed national
income measure.
Figure VII displays the results for 2014. Panel A shows how
the results in Figure I, Panel A change when adding the human
capital share of pass-through income within the top decile, and
Figure VII, Panel B focuses on our three top income groups. As
a benchmark, we first plot the share of top earners who earn
a majority of their income in wages. If 0% of pass-through income is labor income, the wage-earner share would equal the
human-capital-rich share. Within the top decile, the share of people earning most of their income from wages falls dramatically
at the top. Across five of the six top income groups, a minority of
top earners are wage earners. For example among million-dollar
earners, 46.8% are wage earners in the fiscal income definition
and only 35.3% are wage earners in the imputed national income
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FIGURE VII
Are Top Earners Human-Capital Rich?
The left figure in Panel B uses our top-incomes data to classify top earners (tax
units) in the 2014 fiscal income series. The right figure in Panel B classifies top
earners (individual) in the 2014 imputed national income series. Wage earners are
those earning a majority of their income from wages. Human-capital rich are those
earning a majority of their income from labor income, defined as wages plus 75% of
pass-through income (before INI tax allocations that reduce the INI top 1% passthrough labor share to 70%). The parent-linked subset comprises 32–34-year-olds
who can be linked to parents. The self-made bars plot the share of top earners in
the indicated subset who had a parent earning in the bottom 99% of the income
distribution. Entrepreneurs are earners who earned a majority of their income as
pass-through entrepreneurial income, defined as pass-through income plus owner
wages (i.e., W-2 wages earned from owned pass-throughs). The Panel B legends
describe the bars from left to right.

definition. Thus, when ignoring pass-through income, a minority
of top earners appear to be human-capital rich.
That conclusion reverses when classifying 75% of passthrough income as labor income. The share earning most of their
income from human capital falls much less within the top decile.
The figure’s “human-capital rich” series reveal that most top
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V.B. Most Top Earners in the 1980–1982 Cohort Are Self-Made
A potential concern with the preceding analysis is that some
people with high wages may in fact be providing little human
capital services, even when not earning wages from a private Ccorporation. In particular, drawing a salary from a family passthrough can be an effective way for a rich family to avoid estate
49. First, private equity managers often receive compensation for their management services via high retained earnings of portfolio companies. Second,
entrepreneurs like Bill Gates are often compensated in “sweat equity”
(Bhandari and McGrattan 2018), thereby earning a much larger share of Ccorporation income than nonmanager investors who contributed identical financial
inputs. Third, hired executives at midstage startups can be compensated with special underpriced shares such that the executive receives a large capital gain if not
fired. Fourth, startups permit angel investors and other venture capitalists to invest at discounts as compensation for the investors’ human capital services, such
as operating advice and business connections.
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earners are human-capital rich, not financial-capital rich. For
example among million-dollar earners, 89.2% are human-capital
rich in the fiscal income definition and 67.2% are human-capital
rich in the imputed national income definition. Even among the
top 0.1% in the imputed national income series, 56.1% are humancapital rich, relative to only 23.2% being primarily wage earners.
We conclude that the human capital component of pass-through
income transforms one’s view of whether the typical top earner is
human-capital rich.
Online Appendix H.2 provides two robustness analyses. The
first uses the minimum estimate of the labor share of pass-through
income by income group in Table IV, rather than the mean of 75%.
The second classifies all private C-corporation wages as capital
income. In 12 permutations, a majority of top earners are humancapital rich.
Finally, we may in fact understate the human-capitalrich share of top owners because pass-through income is not
the only form of “capital” income that includes recharacterized wages. In particular, there are prominent tax-advantaged
ways to use C-corporation retained earnings to compensate
entrepreneurs, hired managers, private equity, and angel investors for their human capital services.49 Estimating the human
capital content of C-corporation income is a priority for future
work.
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50. Averaging parent incomes over five years smooths out fluctuations in
parental income, for example, due to temporary business losses. While it is possible
that children receive large inheritances from rich grandparents, it is unlikely that
the middle generation (the parents) would have relatively low income.
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taxes. In such cases, an individual could be erroneously labeled as
human-capital rich.
We therefore analyze the concept of being self-made, as opposed to being a financial heir. Analogous to Piketty, Postel-Vinay,
and Rosenthal (2014), we define an individual as self-made if she
earns most of her income from her human capital or from savings
out of her previous human capital returns, rather than from inherited financial capital. U.S. tax data lack detailed information
on inheritances. However, we can link young top earners to their
parents. In the parent-linked sample, we can therefore compute
a likely conservative estimate of the self-made share of top earners under the assumption that top earners with sufficiently lowearning parents almost surely do not have high incomes through
financial inheritance.
Specifically, we attempt to link all of the individuals born
1980–1982 in our top incomes data to parent-income percentiles,
using parent-child links and parent income percentiles provided
by Chetty et al. (2019). The year 1980 is the first birth cohort
for which parent income can be measured. We match 83% of top
1% individuals born in 1980–1982 to their parents; parent income is unavailable for individuals who immigrated to the United
States after their teenage years. Parent income is defined as mean
adjusted gross income of the child’s parents when the child is
aged 15–19. Parent-income percentiles are defined within birth cohorts, with the top 1% ranging between $511K and $552K in 2014
dollars. Bottom 99% parents are therefore unlikely to have assets
above the 2014 estate tax exemption of $5.3 million and are unlikely to make large enough financial bequests to place a child
into a top income group. We therefore classify an individual as
self-made if her parents were not in the top 1%. This is a conservative classification, as many children of the top 1% do not
work for their parents’ firms and do not receive especially large
financial inheritances.50
Figure VII, Panel B plots the results. A slightly larger share
of the parent-linked sample is classified as human-capital rich
than in the overall sample, but the differences are small. The figure shows that across income definitions and top income groups,
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V.C. Top Labor Income and Entrepreneurial Income Are Large
This subsection uses our labor-versus-capital classification
of pass-through income to characterize the labor share and the
entrepreneurial share of top incomes. One reason the top 1% are of
interest is that their earnings constitute a disproportionate share
of the economy and tax base. Therefore, it is useful to conduct a
51. CHKS find that children’s income ranks stabilize by their early 30s, suggesting that most of their top 1% children will eventually lie in the overall top 1%
as their incomes grow over the lifecycle. CHKS measure parent and child incomes
using fiscal income. They do not publish their top 1% child income threshold, but
their top 1% child income mean ($423K in 2014 dollars) is nearly the same as
our top 1% fiscal income threshold ($390K), which implies that their top group
encompasses substantially lower earners than ours.
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more than three out of four of top earners in the parent-linked
sample did not have top 1% parents. For example among milliondollar earners, 85.1% in the fiscal income series and 75.3% in
the imputed national income series are self-made. The remaining
bars plot similar statistics for human-capital rich (i.e., those with
majority income from labor) and entrepreneurs (i.e., those with
majority income from pass-throughs). In all cases, at least 74%
are self-made. Thus, children of the top 1% are very disproportionately represented among young million-dollar-earners but do
not constitute a majority. Recall that these self-made statistics are
likely lower bounds, as many adult children of the top 1% are also
not dependent on financial inheritance. Although we can measure these outcomes only for the 1980–1982 cohorts, the results
support the conclusion that our human-capital-rich statistics are
robust to excluding any financial inheritances recharacterized as
labor income.
Note that Chetty et al. (2014) (CHKS) published a 100-by100 appendix transition matrix that suggests an even higher
self-made share of 90.4%. Yet because they measure child income within the 1980–1982 birth cohorts rather than nationally,
many of their top 1% children (measured at approximately age
30) were not in the overall (i.e., across all ages) top 1% and in
particular were not million-dollar earners or in the top 0.1%.
Our self-made statistics reach further into the tail of the income
distribution and are computed in both fiscal income (as in CHKS)
and in imputed national income.51
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52. See Online Appendix Figure I.8 for results using alternative labor shares.
See also Online Appendix Figure I.10 for alternative results when reclassifying all
wages from private C-corporations as capital.
53. To evaluate the robustness of these results, we consider two conservative scenarios. Online Appendix Figure I.8 shows that the top 1% labor share in
imputed national income is 48% when classifying only 59.6% (56% after tax imputations) of pass-through income as labor income. Online Appendix Figure I.10
shows that the top 1% labor share in imputed national income is 47% when very
conservatively reclassifying all private C-corporation wages as profits.
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dollar-level analysis of top earners that complements our personlevel analysis.
We divide top pass-through income into labor and capital portions and then add other sources of labor and capital income to
account for total top income. As before, we allocate 75% of top
pass-through income to labor and the rest to capital.52 We also
use our linked firm-owner-worker files to determine how much
W-2 wage income accrues to pass-through business owners, which
enables us to quantify total top entrepreneurial income. These
contributions enable a more comprehensive analysis of the nature
of top earners’ income—how much is labor income, how much is
entrepreneurial income, and how these amounts compare to other
income components—than has been possible. We find that top labor income and top entrepreneurial income are substantial and
larger than previously documented.
Figure VIII, Panel A shows how the results for the top decile
from Figure I, Panel B change when combining wage income
and the human capital component of pass-through income.
Figure VIII, Panel B shows results for our top income groups. We
present two findings. First, despite the fact that capital income
accrues disproportionately to top earners, we find that a large
share of top income is labor income. In particular, 77% of top 1%
fiscal income and 52% of top 1% imputed national income is classified as labor income. Hence, our classification of three-quarters
of pass-through income as labor income reverses the earlier
finding in PSZ that a minority (45%) of top 1% imputed national
income is labor income. Even among million-dollar earners, 71%
of fiscal income and 47% of imputed national income is labor
income. In the top 0.1%, labor income shares fall to the still large
numbers of 69% and 42%, respectively.53
Second, top entrepreneurial income is large. We define
entrepreneurial income as the sum of two components: (i) passthrough income, and (ii) W-2 wage payments to pass-through
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FIGURE VIII
How Do Top Earners Earn Their Income?
This figure uses our top-incomes data to quantify sources of top incomes in
2014. Wages, pass-through income, and C-corporation income (dividends, or dividends and retained earnings), and other capital income are defined as in Figure I.
Pass-through labor income equals 75% of pass-through income (before INI tax allocations that reduce the INI top 1% pass-through labor share to 70%); pass-through
capital income equals the remainder of pass-through income. Owner wages equal
W-2 wages paid to owners from pass-throughs they own; nonowner wages equal
the remainder of wages. The Panel B bars list Nonowner wages on top, then Owner
wages, etc., as listed in the legends.

owners. Figure I showed that 32%–39% of top 1% and top
0.1% fiscal income is pass-through income. Adding owner wage
payments, which has not been previously possible, increases top
entrepreneurial income to 35%–45%. Note that some portion of
C-corporation income also accrues to founders, so a broader definition of entrepreneurial income would yield larger estimates.54
54. A large share of C-corporation income is earned by publicly traded companies and does not accrue to founders in the year it is earned. For example, Jeff Bezos
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VI. THE GROWTH OF TOP ENTREPRENEURIAL INCOME
This section puts the cross-sectional results on top business
income in the context of how top income inequality has evolved
over the past five decades. We find that top pass-through income has grown dramatically over time, even after adjusting
for tax-induced organizational form switching. We then use our
linked firm-owner-worker data from 2001–2014 to decompose this
growth into three components—labor productivity, redistribution
from workers to owners, and sectoral scale. We find important
roles for the growth in labor productivity as well as redistribution
from workers to owners.
VI.A. The Sources of Top Income Growth
As in Section III.A, we decompose top incomes into three
sources: wage income, business income, and other capital income.
Figure IX, Panel A plots the time series of these sources using
top fiscal income and imputed national income. Figure IX, Panel
B plots the time series of the two components of business income:
pass-through income and C-corporation income. Figure IX, Panel
C plots the time series of the top 1% labor share, defined either

became 2018’s richest person in the world largely by founding Amazon. He owned
48% of Amazon prior to its 1997 IPO but sold most of that stake by 2018, so the
vast majority of Amazon’s 2018 profits accrued to people other than Bezos. Hence,
even if C-corporations could be linked to owners, the national income concept has
limitations in classifying entrepreneurial income. The Haig-Simons income concept, which includes price-driven capital gains omitted from the national income
concept, could prove fruitful in future work.
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Top entrepreneurial income is large relative to all other income components. In every top income group and income definition, entrepreneurial income rivals or exceeds both nonowner
wage income and non-pass-through capital income. For example
among million-dollar earners, 44% of fiscal income and 35% of imputed national income is pass-through entrepreneurial income.
In contrast, 37% of fiscal income and 22% of imputed national income is nonowner wage income, and 19% of fiscal income and 44%
of imputed national income is non-pass-through capital income.
Notably, entrepreneurial income far exceeds C-corporation (and
therefore public equity) income, which amounts to 8% of fiscal income and 20% of imputed national income. Hence, entrepreneurial
income constitutes a large portion of U.S. top incomes.
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FIGURE IX
Business Income and Rising U.S. Income Inequality (1960–2014)
This figure uses our top-incomes data to show the relative importance of different
income sources for the evolution of top-income shares. See the notes to Figure I for
definitions.

with or without the human capital component of pass-through
income.
Three facts emerge. First, the second half of the twentieth
century saw a spectacular rise in wage income for top earners.
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55. In both fiscal income and imputed national income, the components of
nonwage income not included in business income are much less consequential. The
fiscal income shows essentially no growth in this category, whereas the imputed
national income series shows modest growth, though some disagreement remains
about the size of this increase. See Auten and Splinter (2018) and Bricker et al.
(2016).
56. The year 2000 appears to be a local minimum for C-corporation income,
likely driven by business cycle fluctuations. The more robust fact is the reversal of
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However, since the late 1990s, rising top wage income ceded to
rising top nonwage income.
Second, the vast majority of rising top nonwage income came
in the form of business income.55 In both fiscal and imputed national income, the path of top wage income mirrors the path of top
business income, suggesting that some of the observed slowdown
in top wage growth manifested in faster business income growth.
Indeed, adding 75% of pass-through income to wage income in
defining the top 1% labor share substantially attenuates the decline in top labor income since the 1990s. Specifically, the top 1%
labor share in fiscal income exceeds 75% without much of a trend
since the late 1980s. In imputed national income, the top 1% labor
share is lower (52%), having surged above 60% in the late 1990s
and returned to its post-1985 average in recent years.
Third, within business income, most of the growth took the
form of pass-through income, rather than C-corporation income.
The enduring impact of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA86) on
the distribution of business income is clearly visible in these series
(Gordon and MacKie-Mason 1994; Slemrod 1996; MacKie-Mason
and Gordon 1997; Gordon and Slemrod 2000; Clarke and Kopczuk
2017). Because the reform raised the burden on traditional Ccorporations and lowered top personal income rates, pass-through
income jumped and has been steadily rising ever since, as new and
growing businesses are more likely to choose pass-through form.
Pass-through income growth features centrally in both the fiscal
income and imputed national income series, which also includes
imputed C-corporation retained earnings.
In Online Appendix F, we quantitatively evaluate the relative contributions to top income growth and business income
growth over 1990–2014 and 2000–2014 of various business income sources under alternative approaches for imputing retained
earnings. We estimate that pass-through accounts for 60%–73%
of the business income growth since 1990 and 38%–56% of the
business income growth since 2000.56 Retained earnings account
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1. Pass-through Growth Is Not Just a Reporting Phenomenon.
Rising top pass-through income partly reflects a type of relabeling
of business income, as preexisting businesses reorganized from Ccorporation to pass-through form and entrants increasingly chose
pass-through form following TRA86. Focusing on 2001–2014, during which our linked firm-owner data are available, the passthrough share of total business sales—which rose from approximately 10% in the mid-1980s to 20% in 1990 to 35% in recent
years—indicates that some share of rising top pass-through income is an artifact of changes in the organizational form through
which business income is reported. We now quantify how much
of the rise in top pass-through income is in fact a real economic
phenomenon. Online Appendix H.3 contains more detail.
To correct for the effect of differential net entry into the passthrough sector, we construct a counterfactual pass-through profit
series that assumes the level of pass-through sales remains a
constant share of total business sales (including S-corporations,
C-corporations, and partnerships) throughout the time period. In
2014, the share of profit levels due to organizational-form changes
is approximately 26%, while 74% of pass-through profits remain
under the constant share assumption. In terms of growth, actual top 0.1% profits increased 240% between 2001 and 2014
in real terms, and counterfactual profits rose 178%. Thus, most
of the growth in top profits remains after adjusting for organizational form reorganization.57 We note for the next subsection that although we adjust the level of pass-through income
of organizational-form changes, we make no adjustments for any
compositional effects.
C-corporation income and pass-through income in the overall contribution to top
income inequality over the past 50 years.
57. We consider an alternative approach to measuring the role of
organizational-form switching using the population of businesses that switch from
C-corporation to S-corporation form between 2001 and 2014. We find that 70% of
the growth in S-corporation profits is due to firms that did not switch from Ccorporation form during this time.
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for more than two-thirds of C-corporation income growth, which
underscores the importance of including retained earnings when
studying top income growth. Understanding the rise of retained
earnings, how it contributes to the aggregate capital share, and
the rise of superstar firms is an important topic for ongoing and
future research.
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Investigating the relative contributions of the growth and distribution of income can shed light on how entrepreneurial income
has increased in recent years. Entrepreneurial income growth
can come from two sources: growth in value added and growth
in owners’ share of value added. Value-added growth can support
explanations that emphasize technological progress, and owner
share growth can support explanations that emphasize zero-sum
compensation bargaining. A combination of value-added growth
and owner share growth could also partly reflect managerial-skillbiased technological change. For example, an increase in the output elasticity of owner labor or network connections would result
in both more value added and a larger owner share.
We can decompose the overall growth in entrepreneurial income I into value-added growth and redistribution to owners:

(3)

I =

Value-Added Growth


VA

 L 



Redistribution

  
+ 
L + sowner ,
Scale

Labor Productivity

where X denotes the log change in X, value-added growth sums
growth in labor productivity and scale, and sowner is the share of
value added that accrues to owners in either the form of owner
wages or profits. We measure labor productivity as value added
per worker, where value added equals profits plus W-2 wages and
where the number of workers equals the number of W-2s issued
by the firm. We measure scale as the number of workers.58
Figure X presents data on the creation and distribution of
income in the pass-through sector among firms with top owners.
Panels A and B focus on the components of value-added growth.
Panel A shows how labor productivity (measured as value added
per worker) and entrepreneurial income per worker have evolved
58. Gabaix and Landier (2008) emphasize firm size of competing firms as an
important driver of CEO pay growth. Online Appendix Table J.10 implements a
similar firm-level analysis to theirs. We find that top entrepreneurial income is
increasing in firm size, but own-firm size is more important than the reference
firm. These results suggest that top entrepreneurial income strongly depends on
how large their firms are but somewhat less on factors that influence the market
for CEO pay of the largest firms in the economy.
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VI.B. How Is Entrepreneurial Income Rising? Productivity
versus Redistribution
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FIGURE X
Why Is Entrepreneurial Income Rising? Productivity, Scale, or Redistribution
Panel A uses our linked firm-owner data to plot aggregate value added per
worker and entrepreneurial income (equal to pass-through income plus owner
wages) per worker for top 1% and top 0.1% pass-through businesses. Panel B
plots pass-through employment (the annual number of W-2s) for top 1% and top
0.1% pass-throughs. The Org.-Form-Changes Adjusted series reduces the main
series’ growth by a factor equal to the pass-through sales share of total business
sales in 2001 divided by the contemporaneous pass-through sales share. For 2014,
this procedure reduces growth since 2001 by 24%. Panel C uses equation (3) to
decompose the total growth in top entrepreneurial income into contributions from
growth in value added per worker, in the owner share of value added, and in total
employment adjusted for organizational-form changes. Results for total growth
from 2001 to 2014 and from 2004 to 2014 are shown. Panel D shows the distribution
of value added accruing to owners (in the form of profits and owner wages) and to
nonowner workers (in the form of wages) for top-owned firms in 2001 and in 2014.

since 2001. Panel B shows how the aggregate number of workers employed by top pass-throughs has evolved since 2001. We
also present an adjusted series to account for organizational-form
switching. Following this analysis, the adjusted series scales actual employment by a factor equal to the pass-through sales share
of total business sales in 2001 divided by the contemporaneous
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(A) Value-Added and Entrepreneurial
Income per Worker
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59. The unadjusted employment growth is 23.1%.
60. Specifically, 61% of the overall top 0.1% pay growth comes from rising
labor productivity, −16% comes from lower employment, and 56% comes from
owner share growth.
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pass-through sales share. For example, in 2014, this procedure
reduces employment growth since 2001 by 24%.
Labor productivity of top-owned firms has grown substantially from $33K to $43K. This increase in value added per worker
is consistent with explanations of top-pay growth that emphasize
technological progress, demand-driven growth in the service sector, or higher markups. Entrepreneurial income has tracked the
evolution of labor productivity closely, suggesting that an important part of overall top entrepreneurial income growth is due to
these drivers of value-added growth. Aggregate pass-through employment has increased more modestly and fluctuates considerably with the business cycle. Adjusting for organizational-form
changes leaves the size of the workforce in top-owned firms essentially unchanged from 2001 to 2014. This pattern contrasts with
the strong growth in top-owned profits even after adjusting for
organizational-form changes. Increasing profits without commensurate employment growth is consistent with the recent pattern of
“scale without mass” observed in large public firms (Brynjolfsson
et al. 2008; Autor et al. 2017).
Figure X, Panel C uses equation (3) to divide the total growth
in top entrepreneurial income into contributions from growth in
value added per worker, in the entrepreneurial income share of
value added, and in total employment adjusted for organizationalform changes. We measure these changes as the growth from the
level in 2001 to the level in 2014. Because there was a recession
in 2001 and not in 2014, we also show the growth from the level
in 2004.
For top 1% pass-throughs, value added per worker, employment, and the owner share increased by 25.3%, −9.7%, and 24.5%,
respectively, from 2001 to 2014, after adjusting this employment growth for organizational-form changes.59 Thus, 63% of the
25.3%
)
growth in top 1% entrepreneurial income (equal to 25.3%−9.7%+24.5%
comes from rising labor productivity, −24% comes from lower
employment, and the remaining 61% comes from a growing
owner share of value added. Overall growth for top 0.1% firms
was larger, though the relative contributions from productivity
and entrepreneurial income are similar.60 Using 2004 as the
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VII. CONCLUSION
We have used deidentified U.S. tax records, including novel
linked firm-owner-worker data, to investigate the importance of
human capital at the top of the U.S. income distribution. The data
reveal a striking world of business owners who prevail at the top
of the income distribution. We find that most private business
profits reflect the return to owner human capital. Overall, top
earners are predominantly human-capital rich, and the majority
of top income accrues to the human capital of wage earners and
entrepreneurs, not financial capital.
We highlight three directions for future research. First, the
presence and growth of recharacterized labor income mechanically reduces the measured labor share in the U.S. corporate sector. More broadly, economic measurement of labor and capital
income depends on the incentives and reporting structure of the
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reference year modestly increases the importance of labor productivity growth, but the results are similar.
Figure X, Panel D shows that the share of value added going
to nonowner workers fell substantially among top-owned passthroughs from 2001 to 2014. Over this period, the owner share
increased from 37% to 48% of value added for top 1% firms and
from 40% to 52% for top 0.1% firms. The figure also shows how
the composition of entrepreneurial income evolved over this time
period, with owners paying themselves less in wages and more
in profits. The share of value added going to owners in the form
of wages fell by 1.9 percentage points for top-owned firms. Thus,
interpreting the fall of wage income in value added as reflecting
income lost by workers would overstate the decline in the labor
share; some of the fall reflects the rise of recharacterized owner
wages.
Overall, growth in entrepreneurial income is explained by
both rising labor productivity and a rising share of value added
accruing to owners. In contrast, after accounting for the growth
due to organizational-form changes, rising firm scale in the form
of employment plays no role in the growth of top entrepreneurial
income. Economic explanations that emphasize growing the pie,
rather than zero-sum bargaining over its distribution, are necessary to fit the facts. Yet such explanations would be incomplete
without rationalizing how, as labor productivity grows, ownermanagers appear to capture an increasing share.
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tax system. Future research on top inequality should continue to
engage with the role of entrepreneurial income amid a real-world
environment of changing tax policy, including by investigating the
human capital component of other forms of capital income such
as C-corporation income and rental income. To the extent that
labor income is characterized as capital income, there may be a
rationale for aligning capital and labor income tax rates (Piketty
and Saez 2013).
Second, linking C-corporations to their owners would improve
measurement of top income and wealth inequality. The Online
Appendix explores various methods of allocating C-corporation
retained earnings, which can be used to improve corporate wealth
estimates in the absence of direct ownership data. Linking unreported profits from unincorporated businesses to their owners
would also improve measurement. Top wealth estimates based on
capitalized income flows and a constant returns assumption can
be improved by accounting for the higher profitability of top-owned
firms.
Third, much rising top income inequality remains consistent
with rising private returns to top human capital, but we stress
that our findings are silent on the social value of those returns.
For example, private returns to owner-manager factors can exceed
social returns because of rent seeking, elite connections, and unequal access to the opportunity to enter certain professions, industries, or markets. Normative conclusions about the social value of
top human capital therefore require data and assumptions beyond
the scope of this article. Future research should investigate the
link between private and social returns, an important next step
in explaining their evolution and assessing policy implications.
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